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Employer, and District Council 37, AFSCME, AFL-CIO (and its 
affiliated Locals 384, 1407, 2054, and 2627), Local 300 Service 
Employees International Union, Local 306 Moving Picture Machine 
Operators International Association of Theatrical and Stage 
Employees, New York State Nurses Association, and Local 375, 
AFSCME, hereinafter referred to jointly as "The Union" and indi­
vidually as the "respective Union," for the two year period from 
July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1984.
WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, the parties hereto have entered into collec­
tive bargaining and desire to reduce the results thereof to 
writing,
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed as follows:
/<*
I
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ARTICLE I - UNION RECOGNITION, UNIT DESIGNATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Section 1.
The University recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive 
collective bargaining representative for the bargaining unit set 
forth below, which may be called the Clerical, Administrative and 
Professional Unit, consisting of employees of the University, 
wherever employed, whether full-time, part-time, per annum, 
hourly or per diem, in the below listed title(s), and in any 
successor title(s) that may be recognized by the University or 
certified by the New York State Public Employment Relations Board 
to be part of the unit herein for which the Union is the exclusive 
collective bargaining representative:
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TITLE CODE TITLE
04800 COLLEGE ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT
04801 COLLEGE ACCOUNTANT
10102 COLLEGE ASSISTANT
10107 COLLEGE OFFICE ASSISTANT A
10109 OFFICE AIDE
10110 COLLEGE OFFICE ASSISTANT B
10127 COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
10129 COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE ASSOCIATE
10210 COLLEGE SECRETARIAL ASSISTANT A
10215 COLLEGE SECRETARIAL ASSISTANT B
10805 TELEPHONE OPERATOR
10907 KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
10917 SENIOR KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
11032 TABULATOR OPERATOR
11033 SR. TABULATOR OPERATOR
11702 OFFICE MACHINE AIDE
11703 OFFICE MACHINE ASSOCIATE
11705 OFFICE APPLIANCE OPERATOR
11710 SENIOR OFFICE APPLIANCE OPERATOR
12005 MESSENGER
12120 ASSISTANT PURCHASING AGENT
12121 PURCHASING AGENT
12125 BUYER
13511 COMPUTER OPERATOR
13513 SUPERVISING COMPUTER OPERATOR
13530 COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
13550 PRINCIPAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
r
TITLE CODE TITLE
13610 ■> t TECHNICAL SUPPORT AIDE
13611 COMPUTER ASSOCIATE (TECHNICAL SUPPORT)
13620 COMPUTER AIDE
13621 COMPUTER ASSOCIATE (OPERATIONS)
13631 COMPUTER ASSOCIATE (SOFTWARE)
13632 COMPUTER SPECIALIST (SOFTWARE)
13650 COMPUTER PROGRAMMER ANALAYST TRAINEE
13651 COMPUTER PROGRAMMER ANALYST
20111 ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
20112 ASSISTANT ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
20113 ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
20210 ASSISTANT CIVIL ENGINEER
20215 CIVIL ENGINEER
20225 SENIOR CIVIL ENGINEER
20310 ASSISTANT ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
20315 ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
20325 SENIOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
20410 ASSISTANT MECHANICAL ENGINEER
20415 MECHANICAL ENGINEER
20515 CHEMICAL ENGINEER
21210 ASSISTANT ARCHITECT
21215 ARCHITECT
21225 SENIOR ARCHITECT
21325 SENIOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
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TITLE CODE TITLE
22125 SENIOR PLANNER
34215 SUPERINTENDENT OF CONSTRUCTION
34217 CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
40505 ASSISTANT ACCOUNTANT
40510 ACCOUNTANT
40515 SENIOR ACCOUNTANT
40517 ASSOCIATE ACCOUNTANT
40605 ASSISTANT STATISTICIAN
40610 STATISTICIAN
50910 STAFF NURSE
82107 LABORATORY HELPER
90613 AUDIO VISUAL AID TECHNICIAN
90621 ASSISTANT MEDIA SERVICES TECHNICIAN
90622 MEDIA SERVICES TECHNICIAN
90637 SENIOR AUDIO VISUAL AID TECHNICIAN
91410 ILLUSTRATOR
91415 GRAPHIC ARTIST
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(a) i The terms "employee" and "employees" as used in this Agreement 
shall mean only those persons in the unit described in Section 1
of this Article.
ii Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Article, 
for the purposes of the Articles VI through and including X 
and Article XVII the terms "employee" and "employees" shall 
mean (a) full time per annum person(s) in the bargaining unit 
described in Section 1, unless specifically otherwise indicated 
in such Articles.
(b) The term "college" shall mean a college or community college 
of the University and the "Central Office" and the "Graduate
School and University Center".
(c) The term "President" shall mean a president or acting 
president of a college, and, with regard to the Central Office, 
the Chancellor or Acting Chancellor of the University.
Section 3.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Article, persons 
employed by the University in managerial or confidential 
positions, in accordance with Section 201.7(a) of Article 14 
of the New York State Civil Service Law, shall be excluded from 
the bargaining unit described in Section 1. The parties shall 
meet and identify such positions, and the results shall be set 
forth in a separate agreement; to the extent the parties cannot
Section 2.
f
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agree, the matter shall be referred to the New York State Public 
Employment Relations Board for resolution. Pending resolution of 
this matter, those positions previously excluded by the New York 
City Office of Collective Bargaining shall remain excluded.
Section 4.
In the event that the current prohibition against bargaining 
for retirement benefits is discontinued, the parties shall recom­
mend to the principal parties of any city pension negotiations 
pursuant to Article I Section 3 of the City-Wide Contract that 
the University participate in, and its employees be covered by 
the results of such negotiations.
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ARTICLE II - UNION RIGHTS AND UNION SECURITY
Section 1.
(a) Each respective Union shall have the exclusive right to 
the checkoff and transmittal of dues in behalf of each employee 
in a title which is associated with that respective Union under 
the terms of the agreement among such respective Unions dated 
April 3, 1981. Procedures established under City of New York 
Mayor's Executive Orders 98 and 99, both dated May 15th, 1969, 
shall remain in effect until successor University procedures are 
promulgated.
(b) Any employee may consent in writing to the authoriza­
tion of the deduction of dues from the employee's wages and to 
the designation of the respective Union as the recipient thereof. 
Such consent, if given, shall be in a proper form acceptable to 
the University, which bears the signature of the employee.
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The University and the Union agree that employees shall be 
subject to an agency shop fee deduction to the extent permitted 
by applicable Law and in accordance with procedures contained in 
a separate agreement hereby incorporated by reference into this 
Agreement.
Section 3.
Each respective Union shall have reasonable access to its 
dues check-off authorization cards in the custody of the 
University.
Section 4 .
To the extent practicable, when an employee transfers from 
one College to another but remains in a title represented by the 
same respective Union, the employee shall continue to be covered 
by the same dues check-off authorization card and not required to 
sign another authorization card. The College where the employee 
was formerly employed shall transfer the check-off authorization 
card to the employee's new College.
The University will issue an appropriate administrative 
instruction to all colleges to insure compliance with this 
provision.
Section 5.
When an employee is promoted or reclassified to another 
title represented by the same respective Union as the employee's 
former title, the dues check-off shall continue uninterrupted.
Section 2.
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The University will issue an appropriate administrative 
instruction to all cplleges regarding this provision.
Section 6.
When an employee returns from an approved leave of absence 
without pay, is reappointed or temporarily appointed from a pre­
ferred list to the same College in the same title or in another 
title represented by the same respective Union any dues check-off 
authorization in effect prior to the approved leave or layoff 
shall be reactivated.
The University will issue an appropriate administrative 
instruction to all Colleges regarding this provision.
Section 7.
(a) Where orientation kits are supplied to new employees, 
the respective Unions representing such employees shall be per­
mitted to have union literature included in the kits, provided 
such literature is first approved for such purpose by the Univer­
sity Office of Faculty and Staff Relations.
(b) The University shall distribute to all newly hired 
employees information regarding their union administered health 
and security benefits, including the name and address of the fund 
that administers said benefits, provided such fund supplies the 
University the requisite information printed in sufficient quantities.
li­
fe) The University shall distribute information regarding 
the New York City Health Insurance Program and enrollment forms 
to eligible employees prior to the completion of thirty (30) days 
of employment.
Section 8.
The University shall furnish to each respective Union which 
makes a request, once a year between March 15 and July 1, or such 
other 3H month period as the University shall designate, a listing 
of employees by job title code, home address when available,
Social Security number and college code number, as of December 
31st of the preceding year, or such date as shall in like manner 
correspond to the 3H month designated period. This information 
may be furnished to each respective Union through the Municipal 
Labor Committee.
Section 9.
The term Union in sections 9 and 10 of this Article shall 
mean Union or respective Union. The Union may post notices on 
bulletin boards in places and locations where notices usually are 
posted by the University for the employees to read. All notices 
shall be on Union stationery, and shall be used only to notify 
employees of matters pertaining to Union affairs. Upon request 
to the personnel officer of a College, the Union may use Univer­
sity premises for meetings during employees' lunch hours, subject 
to availability of appropriate space and provided such meetings 
do not interfere with University business.
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Time spent by employee representatives in the conduct of 
labor relations with the University and on union activities shall 
be governed by the terms of New York City Mayor's Executive Order 
No. 75, as amended, dated March 22, 1973, entitled "Time Spent on 
the Conduct of Labor Relations between the City and Its Employees 
and on Union Activity".
Section 11.
The University will furnish annually to the New York State 
Nurses Association seniority lists by college and will correct 
such lists from time to time as may be necessary. Such lists 
shall reflect each employee's date of original appointment and 
length of service in the employee's current title. The list will 
conclusively establish an employee's seniority in the college 
unless the employee protests it, in writing, within thirty (30) 
days from the time it is furnished or, if the employee is on 
absence leave or vacation or otherwise unable to so protest it 
within such leave, within thirty (30) days after the employee 
returns from such leave or vacation or such disability is removed.
Section 10.
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ART ICLEIII-SALARIES
Section 1.
(a) Unless otherwise specified, all salary provisions of 
this Agreement, including minimum and maximum salaries, advance­
ment increases, general increases, education differentials and 
any other salary adjustments, are based upon a normal work week 
of 35 hours (37H hours for Staff Nurses employed on an other than 
annual salary basis). An employee who works on a part-time per 
annum basis and who is eligible for any salary adjustments pro­
vided in this Agreement shall receive the appropriate pro-rata 
portion of such salary adjustment computed on the relationship 
between the number of hours regularly worked each week by such 
employee and the number of hours in the said normal work week, 
unless otherwise specified.
(b) Employees who work on a per diem or hourly basis and 
who are eligible for any salary adjustment provided in this 
Agreement shall receive the appropriate pro-rata portion of such 
salary adjustment computed as follows, unless otherwise specified:
Per diem rate - 1/261 of the appropriate minimum basic salary.
Hourly rate - 1/1827 of the appropriate minimum basic salary.
(1/1957.5 for Staff Nurse)
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(c) The maximum salary for a title shall not constitute a 
bar to the payment of any salary adjustment or pay differentials 
provided for in this Agreement but any said increase above the 
maximum shall not be deemed a promotion.
Section 2.
(a) Employees in the following titles shall be subject to 
the following specified salary(ies), salary adjustment(s), and/or 
salary range(s):
ADVANCEMENT INCREASE SALARY RANGES
Title and Group
Eff. 
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
Eff.
7/1/83
Eff.
7/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
9/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
CLERICAL GROUP
Messenger
Office Appliance Operator
None None None $10,791
13,197
$11,691
14,253
$12,591
15,251
Office Machine Aide* None None None 10,791
15,351
11,691
16,579
12,591
17,740
Office Aide* None None None 10,791
15,730
11,691
16,988
12,591
18,177
Key Punch Operator None None None 11,016
13,197
11,916
14,253
12,816
15,251
Technical Support Aide* None None None 11,216
20,190
12,116
21,805
13,016
23,331
Tabulator Operator 
Telephone Operator
None None None 11,216
13,871
12,116
14,981
13,016
16,030
Senior Key Punch Operator $ 400 $ 432 $ 462 12,141
15,351
13,112
16,579
14,030
17,740
*See also Article III, section 2(b), Level Ranges and Assignment Increase.
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ADVANCEMENT INCREASE____________SALARY RANGES______
Eff. Eff. Eff.
7/1/82 9/1/82 7/1/83
Title and Group
Eff.
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
CLERICAL GROUP (cont'd)
Senior Tabulator Operator $ 400 $ 432
Office Machine Associate 500 540
COLLEGE ASSISTANT GROUP
College Assistant None None
GITTLESON GROUP
College Office Assistant A 
College Secretarial 
Assistant A
None None
College Office Assistant B 
College Secretarial 
Assistant B
$ 500 $ 540
College Administrative 
Assistant
575 621
College Administrative 
Associate
650 702
BUYER AND LABORATORY HELPER
GROUP
Assistant Purchasing Agent None None
Buyer
Purchasing Agent* (Level I)
$ 475 $ 513
Purchasing Agent*
Laboratory Helper* None None
Title 'Broadbanded' into 
Level I and Level II 
effective 7/1/83, new Level II 
provides higher maximum.
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
$ 462 $12,441
15,730
$13,436
16,988
$14,377
18,177
578 13,450
17,653
14,526
19,065
15,543
20,400
None $4.64
8.63
$5.13
9.32
$5.62 
9.97 ,
None $12,341
15,995
$13,328
17,275
$14,261
18,484
$ 578 13,901
18,304
15,013
19,768
16,064
21,152
664 16,197
21,968
17,493
23,725
18,718
25,386
751 19,472
24,750
21,030
26,730
22,502
28,601
None $14,688
18,883
$15,863
20,394
$16,973
21,822
$ 549 16,802
22,133
18,146
23,904
19,416
25,577
16,802
29,607
18,146
31,976
19,416
34,214
None 12,141
14,279
13,112
15,421
14,030
18,245
*See also Article III, section 2(b), Level Ranges and Assignment Increase.
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ADVANCEMENT INCREASE____________ SALARY RANGES
Eff. Eff. Eff.
7/1/82 9/1/82 7/1/83
Title and Group
Eff.
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
ACCOUNTING GROUP
Assistant Accountant 
Assistant Statistician
None None None $14,866
18,623
$16,055
20,113
$17,179
21,521
Accountant
Statistician
650 702 751 16,790
21,930
18,133
23,684
19,402
25,342
Associate Accountant 750 810 867 20,701
28,801
22,357
31,105
23,922
33,282
College Accounting Assistant** None 17,179
21,521
College Accountant** 750 19, 402 
39,902
EDP GROUP
Computer Operator $ 400 $ 432 $ 462 $13,422
17,412
$14,496
18,805
$15,511
20,121
Computer Aide 400 432 462 15,151
21,177
16,363
22,871
17,508
24,472
Computer Programmer 
Analyst Trainee
None None None 15,162 
Flat Rate
16,375 
Flat Rate
17,521 
Flat Rate
Supervising Computer 
Operator
575 621 664 17,104
23,709
18,472
25,606
19,765
27,398
Computer Programmer 600 648 693 17,642
23,185
19,053
25,040
20,387
26,793
Computer Programmer Analyst 600 648 693 18,935
26,912
20,450
29,065
21,882
31,100
Computer Associate 
(Technical Support)
550 594 636 18,845
36,032
20,353
38,915
21,778
41,639
Computer Associate 
(Operations)
575 621 664 18,935
36,032
20,450
38,915
21 ,882 
41,639
Principal Computer 800 864 924 22,593 24,400 26,108
Programmer 27,981 30,219 32,334
**title established 1/1/84
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ADVANCEMENT INCREASE____________SALARY RANGES
Title and Group
Eff. 
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
Eff.
7/1/83
Eff.
7/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
9/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
EDP GROUP (coat'd)
Computer Associate 
(Software)
$ 800 $ 864 $ 924 $24,613
36,032
$26,582
38,915
$28,443
41,639
Computer Specialist 
(Software)
800 864 924 30,289
38,442
32,712
41,517
35,002
44,423
STAFF NURSE GROUP
Staff Nurse None None None $17,590
20,714
$18,997
22,371
$20,517
24,161
ENGINEERING GROUP
Engineering Technician 
Trainee
None None None $12,491
13,113
$13,490
14,162
$14,434
15,153
Assistant Engineering 
Technician
None None None 13,871
15,698
14,981
16,954
16,030
18,1^1
Engineering Technician* None None None 13,871
18,632
14,981
20,123
16,030
21,532
Illustrator None None None 15,667
18,159
16,920
19,612
18,104
20,985
Graphic Artist None None None 16,920
23,461
18,104
25,103
Assistant Architect 
Assistant Engineer (all 
fields and specialties)
$ 725 $ 783 $ 838 20,903
27,274
22,575
29,456
24,155
31,518
Architect (all specialties) 800 
Engineer (all fields and 
specialties)
Superintendent of Construction
864 924 24,812
31,248
26,797
33,748
28,673
36,11°
Senior Planner 950 1,026 1,098 26,390
33,645
28,501
36,337
30,496
38,881
Senior Architect (all 
specialties)
Senior Engineer (all fields) 
and specialties)
Senior Landscape Architect
950 1,026 1,098 27,337
34,842
29,524
37,629
31,591
40,263
*See also Article III, section 2(b), Level Ranges and Assignment Increase •
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ADVANCEMENT INCREASE SALARY RANGES
Title and Group
Eff. 
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
Eff.
7/1/83
Eff.
7/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
9/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
ENGINEERING GROUP (cont'd.)
Construction Manager (all 
specialties)
$ 950 $1,026 $1,098 $27,967
37,142
$30,204
40,113
$32,318
42,921
AUDIO VISUAL GROUP
Audio Visual Aid 
Technician
None None None $15,729
17,867
$16,987
19,296
$18,176
20,647
Senior Audio Visual Aid 
Technician
$ 550 $ 594 $ 636 18,630
20,964
20,120
22,641
21,528
24,226
Assistant Media Services 
Technician
None None None 12,050
14,041
Media Services Technician* None None None 18,176
24,226
*See also Article III, section 2(b), Level Ranges and Assignment Increase.
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(b) Level Ranges and Assignment Increases
An employee when assigned to a higher level within a title 
listed in this subsection shall receive for the period of such 
higher level assignment (except as specifically provided other­
wise), either the indicated minimum basic salary of the assigned 
level or the rate received or receivable in the former assignment 
level plus the assignment increase specified below, whichever is 
greater. An assignment to a higher level shall not be considered 
a promotion.
ADVANCEMENT INCREASE _________SALARY RANGES
Eff. Eff. Eff.
7/1/82 9/1/82 7/1/83
Eff. Eff. Eff. Minimum Minimum Minimum
Title 7/1/82 9/1/82 7/1/83 Maximum Maximum Maximum
Office Machine Aide
Level I None None None $10,791 $11,691 $12,591
13,197 14,253 15,250
Level 11 $ 400 $ 432 $ 462 12,141 13,112 14,030
15,351 16,579 17,740
Office Aide
Level I None None None 10,791 11,691 12,591
13,197 14,253 15,251
Level II 400 432 462 11,216 12,116 13,016
15,351 16,579 17,740
Level III 400 432 462 12,141 13,112 14,030
15,730 16,988 18,177
Technical Support Aide
Level I A None None None 11,216 12,116 13,016
13,871 14,981 16,030
B None None None 12,141 13,112 14,030
15,730 16,988 18,177
Level II 400 432 462 13,450 14,526 15,543
18,947 20,463 21,895
r
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ADVANCEMENT INCREASE__________  SALARY RANGES
Title
Eff. 
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
Eff.
7/1/83
Eff.
7/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
9/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
Technical Support Aide 
Level III
(cont'd)
$ 500 $ 540 $ 578 $14,790
20,190
$15,973
21,805
$17,091
23,331
Engineering Technician 
Level I None None None 13,871
15,698
14,981
16,954
16,030
18,141
Level II 550 594 636 15,036
18,632
16,239
20,123
17,376
21,532
Computer Aide 
Level I 400 432 462 15,151
17,055
16,363
18,419
17,508
19,708
Level II 500 540 578 16,411
21,177
17,724
22,871
18,965
24,472
Computer Associate 
(Technical Support) 
Level I 550 594 636 18,845
23,862
20,353
25,771
21,778
27,575
Level II 675 729 780 22,608
28,880
24,417
31,190
26,126
33,373
Level III 775 837 896 26,980
36,032
29,138
38,915
31,178
41,639
Computer Associate 
(Operations) 
Level I 575 621 664 18,935
23,993
20,450
25,912
21,882
27,726
Level II 675 729 780 22,719
29,435
24,537
31,790
26,255
34,015
Level III 775 837 896 27,112
36,032
29,281
38,915
31,331
41,639
Computer Programmer 
Analyst
Level I 600 648 693 18,935
22,732
20,450
24,551
21,882
26,270
Level II 725 783 838 22,090
26,912
23,857
29,065
25,527 
31,100
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Title
Computer Associate 
(Software)
Level I
Level II
Level III
Computer Specialist 
(Software)
Level I
Level II
Level III
Purchasing Agent 
Level I
Level II
Level III
Laboratory Helper 
Level I
Level II
Media Services Technician 
Level I
ADVANCEMENT INCREASE SALARY RANGES
Eff. 
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
Eff.
7/1/83
Eff.
7/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
9/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
$ 800 $ 864 $ 924 $24,613
29,671
$26,582
32,045
$28,443
34,288
850 918 982 26,503
32,076
28,624
34,642
30,628
37,067
900 972 1,040 28,306
36,032
30,570
38,915
32,710
41,639
900 $ 972 $1,040 30,289
32,825
32,712
35,451
35,002
37,933
950 1,026 1,098 31,552
35,348
34,076
38,176
36,461
40,848
1,000 1,080 1,156 34,074
38,442
36,800
41,517
39,376
44,423
475 513 549 16,802
22,133
18,146
23,904
19,416
25,577
664 19,545
25,665
21,109
27,718
22,587
29,658
780 22,510
29,607
24,311
31,976
26,013
34,214
None 12,141
14,279
13,112
15,421
14,030
16,500
520 15,774
18,245
None None None 18,176
20,647
636 21,528
24,226
Level II 550 594
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ADVANCEMENT INCREASE____________SALARY RANGES
>
Title
» Eff. 
7/1/82
Eff.
9/1/82
Eff.
7/1/83
Eff.
7/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
9/1/82
Minimum
Maximum
Eff.
7/1/83
Minimum
Maximum
College Accountant** 
Level I $ 750 $19,402
39,900
Level la None 21,402
39,900
Level II 750 23,922
39,900
Level III 800 25,920
39,900
Level IV 850 28,000
39,900
**Title established 1/1/84
(c) Service Increment
The following service increments shall apply to employees in 
the groups and titles indicated below who have achieved the 
required number of years of service with the University and/or with 
a New York City agency, on or before July 1, 1981. Such service
f
must have been in a title or titles within that group. Such indi­
cated service increments are effective July 2, 1981. Effective 
January 1, 1983, the rate of the service increment shall be 
increased as indicated below. Subsequent service increments shall 
be paid on the July 1, or January 1, following the employee's 
anniversary date. Effective January 1, 1983 subsequent service 
increments shall be paid on January 1, April 1, July 1 or October 1, 
following the employee's anniversary date. Such service increments 
shall not be pensionable until the employee has received it for two 
years. They shall, however, be considered part of base salary for 
all purposes other than pension.
Page 23 is missing
Nothing was skipped in the digitization process
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Assignment differentials and service increments for the title 
College Accountant will not be established.
Computer Programmer Analyst
A service increment of $500 is effective January 1, 1983 and 
becomes part of each eligible employee's basic salary rate. Service 
eligibility is attained upon completion of 1 year of service in 
the title. The increment is effective on the January 1, April 1, 
July 1, or October 1 subsequent to the employee's first anniversary 
date. Such service increment is not pensionable until the employee 
has received it for two years.
(d) Longevity Differentials
Longevity differentials shall apply to the titles, in the 
amounts and on the effective dates indicated below. Longevity dif­
ferential does not become part of the basic salary rate. Service 
eligiblity is related to length of service in the appropriate 
occupational group. Eligibility for longevity differential occurs 
on the effective date below or on the January 1, April 1, July 1, 
or October 1 subsequent to the appropriate anniversary date. The 
longevity differential is not pensionable until the employee has 
received it for two years. When an employee who is receiving a 
longevity differential is promoted to a title eligible for a ser­
vice increment (see subsection (c)) the eligibility for the 
longevity differential ends and the employee shall receive the 
appropriate service increment.
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20210
20310
20410
2 1 2 1 0
Assistant Civil Engineer 
Assistant Electrical Engineer 
Assistant Mechanical Engineer 
Assistant Architect
9 years of service 
15 years of service
Effective 
January 1, 1983
$550
an additional $600
* * * * *
40505 Assistant Accountant
Effective 
January 1, 1983
$300
an additional $500
Effective January 1, 1984, employees serving in the Accounting 
group “of'titles are reclassified to the titles College 
Accountant Assistant or College Accountant.
Pursuant to the agreement between the Respective Union and 
the University dated April 11, 1984, any longevity differ­
ential payable in the title Assistant Accountant must have 
been earned in such title prior to January 2, 1984 in order 
to be retained in the title College Accounting Assistant. 
Longevity differentials for new hires in the College 
Accounting Assistant title will not be established.
* * * * *
5 years of service 
12 years of service
04801 College Accountant, Level II and above
Effective 
January 1, 1983
12 years of service $1,000
L -In determining eligibility for longevity differential 
for service in the title College Accountant at Level II 
and above, service in the predecessor title, Associate 
Accountant, shall be credited toward meeting the 12-year 
service.requirement.
Note: Longevity differential for Staff Nurse is covered
under subsection (f) below.
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(e) Staff Nurse Experience Schedule (Minimum Rates)
In addition to the minimum rates established in Section 2a 
for Staff Nurse, the following minimum shall apply to employees 
in such title based upon the following years of experience 
effective on the anniversary date such years of service are 
achieved; whether or not such experience is in the City of New York, 
in the University, or is outside prior experience:
STAFF NURSE
Minimum RatesYears of Experience 7/1/82 9/1/82 7/1/83
(0) (17,590) (18,997) (20,517)1 17,890 19,297 20,8172 18,190 19,597 21,1173 18,190 19,597 21,1174 18,490 19,897 21,4175 18,790 20,197 21,7176 18,790 20,197 21,7177 18,890 20,297 21,81710 19,090 20,497 22,017
15 19,390 20,797 22,317
(f) Staff Nurse Longevity Differential
Effective July 1, 1983, an incumbent Staff Nurse with seven
years or more of experience in New York City, New York City
Health and Hospitals Corporation, or The City University of New 
York as a registered professional nurse shall receive $250.00 per 
annum on a pro rata basis. Thereafter newly eligible employees 
shall begin to receive such pro rata payments on the January 1 or 
July 1 immediately following their anniversary date. The pro rata 
payments provided for in this subsection f, shall be deemed included 
in the base rate of each applicable employee for all purposes, 
except for the computation of the general wage increase provided
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in section 3 of this article or in the calculation of any future 
general increases.
Section 3. General Wage Increase
(a) (i) Effective September 1, 1982, Employees shall 
receive a general increase of 8% or $900 per 
annum, whichever is greater.
(ii) Effective July 1, 1983, Employees, except Staff 
Nurses, shall receive an additional general 
increase of 7% or $900 per annum, whichever 
is greater.
(iii) The additional general increase, effective
July 1, 1983 for employees in the title Staff 
Nurse shall be 8%.
(iv) Part-time per annum, per session, hourly paid and 
per diem Employees (including seasonal appointees^ 
and Employees whose normal work year is less than
a full calendar year/shall receive the increases 
provided in Section 3a (i), (ii), or (iii) on the 
basis of computations heretofore utilized by the 
parties for all such Employees.
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(b) The general increases provided for in this Section 3 
shall be calculated as follows:
(i) the general increase in Section 3a (i) shall be 
based upon the base rates (which shall include 
salary or incremental schedules) of applicable 
titles in effect on July 1, 1982; and
(ii) the general increase in Section 3a (ii) or 3a (iii) 
shall be based upon the base rates (which shall 
include salary or incremental schedules) of the 
applicable titles in effect on July 1, 1983.
(c) The general increases provided for in this Section 3 
shall be applied to the base rates, incremental salary levels, 
and the minimum and maximum rates, including levels, assignment 
differentials (except those which were increased by the Salary 
Review Panel), assignment increases (level increases), advancement 
increases and uniform allowances, if any, fixed for the applicable 
titles.
(d) Employees in titles for which a general increase is 
specified in Section 2 of this Article shall receive such specified 
general increase, and shall be subject to the specified minimum and 
maximum rates (including levels), if any, fixed for the applicable 
titles. The provisions of this Subsection d. shall satisfy the 
obligations provided in Subsections a, b and c of this Section 3.
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Section 4.
Each general increase provided herein, effective as of each
i *
indicated date, shall be applied to the rate in effect on the date 
as specified in Section 3 of this Article. In the case of a pro­
motion or other advancement to the indicated title on the effec­
tive date of the general increase specified in Section 3 of this 
article, such general increase shall not be applied, but the general 
increase, if any, provided to be effective as of such date for the 
title formerly occupied shall be applied.
Section 5.
In the case of an employee on leave of absence without pay 
the salary rate of such employee shall be changed to reflect the 
salary adjustments specified in Article III.
Section 6.
A person permanently employed by the University who is 
appointed or promoted on a permanent, provisional, or temporary 
basis in accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the New 
York City Personnel Director acting pursuant to §6207 of the New 
York State Education Law or, effective upon their adoption, in 
accordance with the Civil Service Rules and Regulations of the 
University, without a break in service to any titles with a 
specified advancement increase (ADV. INCR) in Section 2a from 
another title in the direct line of promotion or from another 
title in the New York City Career and Salary Plan, the minimum 
rate of which is exceeded by at least 8 percent by the minimum
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rate of the title to which appointed or promoted, shall receive 
upon the date of such appointment or promotion either the minimum 
basic salary for the title to which such appointment or promotion 
is made, or the salary received or receivable in the lower title 
plus the specified advancement increase contained in Article 3, 
Section 2, whichever is greater.
Section 7. Wage Deferrals
In accordance with the terms of the Opinion and Award of the 
Arbitration/Impasse Panel in the matter of the Coalition Unions and 
The City of New York (OCB No. A-743-78/I-141-78), the parties to 
the Municipal Coalition Economic Agreement (MCEA), including the 
parties to this agreement, have negotiated the terms for payment 
of deferrals. The terms of such payment are set forth in the 
Deferral Payment Agreement dated January 25, 1983 and the Companion 
Agreement dated January 25, 1983.
Section 8. Training Funds
(a) Effective July 1, 1980 a training fund contribution at 
the rate of $25 per annum shall be made to the District Council 37 
Education Fund on behalf of each full-time employee in a title 
listed in the Clerical Group, Gittleson Group, Accounting Group, 
and EDP Group, in section 2a of this Article. This subsection 
shall be subject to the provisions, including the waiver, of 
Article IV, section 3 of this Agreement.
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(b) Effective February 1, 1982 a training fund contribution 
at the rate of $25 per annum shall be made to the Local 375 
Benefits Fund Trust on behalf of each full-time employee in a 
title listed in the Engineering Group in section 2a of this 
Article. This subsection shall be subject to the provisions, 
including the waiver, of Article IV, section 3 of this Agreement.
(c) Effective July 1, 1980 a training fund contribution 
shall be made to the District Council 37 Education Fund on behalf 
of each full-time per annum employee in a title listed in the 
Accounting group in section 2a of this Article. Such contribution 
shall be at a rate determined by the City of New York (Office of 
Municipal Labor Relations) in accordance with section 11B of 
Article III of the contract between the City of New York and 
District Council 37 for Accounting and Statistical titles (July 1, 
1978-June 22, 1980) .
(d) Each subsection of this section shall be subject to the 
provisions, including the waiver, of Article IV, Section 3 of this 
agreement.
Section 9. Assignment Differentials
(a) Unless otherwise specified in this Agreement, and upon 
the authorized assignment of an employee to qualifying duties or 
schedule, an assignment differential provided for in this Section 
shall be paid at the indicated rate only during the period of the 
indicated assignment. The maximum salary of a title shall not be
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a bar to the payment of such differential. The payment of such 
differential shall not be considered as a promotion or change of 
title. An assignment differential shall not be part of the basic 
salary.
(b) An assignment differential at the rate of $300 per 
annum ($324 effective 9/1/82, $347 effective 7/1/83) shall be 
paid to each employee in the title of College Office Assistant A 
or College Secretarial Assistant A or in the title of Office Aide 
(Level III only) who is assigned regularly to the preparation, 
reconciliation, certification and/or auditing of payrolls of 
University personnel.
(c) An assignment differential at the rate of $400 per 
annum ($432 effective 9/1/82, $462 effective 7/1/83) shall be 
paid to each employee in the title of College Office Assistant B 
or College Secretarial Assistant B who is assigned full time to 
the preparation, reconciliation, certification and/or auditing of 
payrolls of University personnel.
(d) Employees in the title College Office Assistant A or 
College Secretarial Assistant A who qualified for the Special 
Equipment assignment differential provided under Article III, 
Section 9 of the 1974-76 contract for such titles, by virtue of 
full time assignment to the operation of the equipment described 
therein, prior to June 30, 1976, shall continue to receive the 
differential provided by said provision during the period of such
assignment.
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Employees in the title of College Office Assistant A or 
College Secretarial Assistant A who are assigned on or after July 
1, 1976 to the full time operation of computer terminals in the 
entry and/or retrieval of data by means of on-line devices such 
as CRT, Electric Typewriters, Data Entry Terminals shall be 
eligible for an assignment differential of $1,600 ($1,691 
effective 9/1/82, $1,728 effective 7/1/83) above the minimum 
salary for the title of Office Aide.
(e) An assignment differential at the rate of $374 per 
annum ($404 effective 9/1/82) shall be paid to each employee in a 
title listed in the EDP Group in section 2a of this Article who 
is assigned to and working a three day per week, twelve hour per 
day schedule, and such differential shall be in lieu of any 
benefits that would otherwise accrue for working the additional 
time. Effective 1/1/83 the annual assignment differential shall 
cease to be paid and shall be replaced by a 10% premium for the 
36th hour of work per week for such employees.
(f) 1. An assignment differential at the rate of $750 per
annum ($810 effective 9/1/82, $867 effective 7/1/83) 
shall be paid to each employee in the title of Associate 
Accountant who is assigned in writing by a President to 
supervise on a regular basis a clearly differentiated 
accounting unit comprised of at least six employees>i|i^ 
the Accounting Occupational -Group.
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2. An assignment differential at the rate of $1,000 
per annum ($1,080 effective 9/1/82, $1,156 effective 
9/1/83) shall be paid to each employee in the title of 
Associate Accountant who is assigned in writing by a 
President to supervise a clearly differentiated 
accounting unit comprised of at least five employees in 
the Accounting Occupational Group at least two of whom 
are Associate Accountants.
3. The differentials provided for in this subsection 
shall remain in effect only for such time as the 
requisite number of employees remain in the supervised 
unit.
(g) An assignment differential at the rate of $350 per annum 
($378 effective 9/1/82, $404 effective 7/1/83) shall be paid to 
each employee in the title of Laboratory Helper who is regularly 
assigned to the performance of tasks in connection with complex 
animal autopsies including work on rabid animals.
(h) In accordance with previously established standards and 
procedures, an assignment differential at a rate not to exceed 
$1,025 per annum ($1,107 effective 9/1/82, $1,184 effective 7/1/83) 
shall be paid to each Senior Engineer, or Senior Architect who is 
assigned to duties of a special nature requiring greater responsi­
bilities not ordinarily performed by employees in the same title, 
such as but not limited to Squad Leader.
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In accordance with previously established standards and
procedures an assignment differential at a rate not to exceed
, *
$925 per annum ($999 effective 9/1/82, $1,069 effective 7/1/83) 
shall be paid to each Architect, or Engineer assigned to function 
as a Design Consultant or Specialist or supervise regularly a 
construction design unit of not less than 6 persons inclusive of 
another Architect assigned as assistant and one (1) or more other 
employees of the same rank.
In accordance with previously established standards and 
procedures an assignment differential at a rate not to exceed 
$800 per annum ($864 effective 9/1/82, $924 effective 7/1/83) 
shall be paid to each Assistant Architect, or Assistant Engineer 
assigned to function as a Design Consultant or Specialist or 
supervise regularly a construction design unit of not less than 
6 persons inclusive of another Assistant Architect assigned as 
assistant and one (1) or more other employees of the same rank.
In accordance with previously established standards and 
procedures an assignment differential at a rate not to exceed 
$700 per annum ($756 effective 9/1/82, $809 effective 7/1/83) 
shall be paid to each Assistant Architect, or Assistant Engineer 
assigned to function as a project coordinator or Specialist or 
supervise regularly a construction design unit of not less than 
6 persons inclusive of another Assistant Architect assigned as 
assistant and one (1) or more other employees of the same rank.
Each request by a College for such a differential shall 
be submitted in writing to the University Office of Faculty and 
Staff Relations and the respective Union and shall be jointly
Pages 36 and 37 are missing
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shall have the general increase added to his or her salary rate 
as of such effective date or dates.
Section 14. Municipal Coalition Economic Agreement (MCEA)
The provisions of Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, and 
14 of the 1982-84 Municipal Coalition Economic Agreement, dated 
January 25, 1983, shall be applicable to employees in this unit 
with the exception of those in the title "Staff Nurse," and are 
hereby incorporated into this Agreement in accordance with 
Section 11 of the MCEA.
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ARTICLE IV - WELFARE FUNDS
Section 1.
In accordance with Section 5 of the Municipal Coalition 
Economic Agreement the University shall contribute the following 
pro rata annual sums to the Welfare Fund of a respective Union 
for each full time employee and/or eligible part time employee who 
is covered by such Welfare Fund and who is in a title associated 
with that respective Union under the terms of the Agreement among 
such respective Unions dated April 3, 1981.
Effective July 1, 1983
Full time employees $525 per annum
Eligible part time employees $300 per annum
Section 2.
The term eligible part time employee for the purposes of this 
Article shall mean all part-time per annum, hourly, per diem, per 
session and seasonal employees who work at least 17^ hours per 
week for a period of not less than 3 months and do not otherwise 
receive a Welfare Fund contribution in their behalf.
Section 3.
In the event that a respective Union elects to do so, it 
shall be entitled to combined contributions by the University for 
welfare, training and legal services benefits as a single con­
tribution. This contribution shall be paid by the University into 
an administrative trust such as the DC 37 Benefits Fund Trust and
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shall be held by the trustees of that fund for the exclusive pur­
pose of providing, through other trusted funds, welfare, training 
and legal services benefits for the employees so covered as well 
as any other benefits as the University and the respective Union 
may agree upon. Such administrative benefit fund trust contribu­
tion by the University shall be subject to a separate Agreement 
between the University and the respective Union. Such agreement 
shall include among its provisions that the University shall 
continue to have the right to review and approve the distribu­
tion of funds to and the level of benefits provided by the 
individual funds. The individual funds shall also continue to 
be subject to a separate agreement between the University and the 
Union.
When such election is made, the Union thereby shall have waived 
its right to training, education and/or legal services contributions 
provided in this Agreement. In no case shall the single contribu­
tion provided in Article XIII, Section lb of the City-Wide Agreement 
or any successors) thereto, exceed the total amount that the Union 
would have been entitled to receive if the separate contributions 
had continued.
For those employees who are covered by the D.C. 37 Health 
and Security Plan (Welfare Fund) and for those retirees covered 
by the D.C. 37 Health and Security Plan who may become eligible 
through negotiations during the term of this Agreement, the 
University shall contribute a pro-rata annual sum equal to the 
HIP-Blue Cross premium payment rate per employee for remittance 
to such welfare funds subject to separate Agreements between the
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University and the Unions for a pilot project which shall provide 
an alternative method for delivery of medical care and hospitali­
zation in lieu of coverage under the New York City Health Insur­
ance Program.
Section 4 .
Employees who have been separated from service subsequent to 
June 30, 1970, and who were covered by a Welfare Fund at the time 
of such separation pursuant to a separate Agreement between the 
City of New York and/or University and the respective Union repre­
senting such employees, shall continue to be covered subject to 
the provisions hereof, on the same contributory basis as incumbent 
employees. Contributions shall be made only for such time as 
said individuals remain primary beneficiaries of the New York 
City Health Insurance program and are entitled to benefits paid 
for by the University through such program; or are retirees of 
the New York City Employee's Retirement System who have completed 
at least five (5) years of full time service with the City of New 
York and/or the University.
Section 5.
Each respective Union shall make every reasonable effort to 
publicize and disseminate to all employees covered under their 
respective Welfare Funds, whether members of the respective Union 
or not, full and complete information concerning the provisions 
thereof, including but not limited to, the following matters:
a. Benefits provided and eligibility requirements.
b. Procedures, including the filing of applications.
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c. Where and when information may be obtained concerning 
such benefits.
Each respective Union shall furnish information and applica­
tions readily and expeditiously to all employees covered by its 
respective Welfare Fund on an equal basis.
Section 6.
Each respective Union may allow the Welfare Fund to utilize 
an amount not to exceed ten dollars ($10) per employee per year 
from Welfare Fund contributions to help defray the costs of 
health insurance and pension counseling for such employees.
Section 7.
(a) When a title not previously covered by any Welfare Fund 
becomes recognized or certified to a respective Union, Welfare 
Fund payments shall be made to such Union pursuant to the terms 
of this Article effective no later than the January 1 or July 1 
next following the date of request or petition for recognition or 
certification.
(b) The respective Union shall advise persons in such a 
title that they may file for benefits to such Welfare Fund 
subject to their eligibility and recognition or certification.
Section 8.
Each respective Union, pursuant to a separate agreement be­
tween the University and the respective Union, may utilize a
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portion of its Welfare Fund contributions to provide legal 
services for employees.
1
Section 9.
(a) Training Trust Funds and Welfare Funds shall be audited 
by a certified public accountant to be selected by the trustees 
of such fund at the expense of the respective fund. The results 
of such audits shall be submitted promptly to the Comptroller of 
The City of New York and The Comptroller of the State of New York 
and such funds shall be subject to further audit by these 
Comptrollers.
(b) In lieu of the Annual Report to the Comptroller the 
respective Welfare Fund may submit a copy of its ERISA Filing.
Section 10.
Where an employee is suspended without pay for disciplinary 
reasons and is subsequently restored to full pay status for the 
entire period of the suspension, the employee shall receive full 
Welfare Fund and City Health Insurance coverage for the period of 
the suspension.
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ARTICLE V - PRODUCTIVITY, PERFORMANCE, TRAINING AND 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Introduction
Delivery of University services in the most efficient, effec­
tive and courteous manner is of paramount importance to the 
University and the Union. Achievement of this goal is recognized 
to be a mutual obligation of both parties within their respective 
roles and responsibilities. To achieve and maintain a high level 
of effectiveness, the parties hereby agree to the following terms:
Section 1 - Performance Levels
(a) The Union recognizes the University's right under 
Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Law and Article 125 
of the New York State Education Law to establish and/or revise 
performance standards or norms notwithstanding the existence of 
prior performance levels, norms or standards. Such standards, 
developed by usual work measurement procedures may be used to 
determine acceptable performance levels, prepare work schedules 
and to measure the performance of each employee or group of 
employees. Nothwithstanding the above, questions concerning the 
practical impact that decisions on the above matters have on 
employees are within the scope of collective bargaining. The 
University will give the Union prior notice of the establishment 
and/or revision of performance standards or norms hereunder.
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(b) Employees who work at less than acceptable levels of 
performance may be subject to disciplinary measures in accordance 
with Article XXIV of this Agreement.
Section 2 - Supervisory Responsibility
(a) The Union recognizes the University's right under the 
Article 14 of the New York State Civil Service Law and Article 125 
of the New York State Education Law to establish and/or revise 
standards for supervisory responsibility, in achieving and main­
taining performance levels of supervised employees, for employees 
in supervisory positions listed in Article I, Section 1 of this 
Agreement. Notwithstanding the above, questions concerning the 
practical impact that decisions on the above matters have on 
employees shall be within the scope of collective bargaining.
The Employer will give the Union prior notice of the establishment 
and/or revision of standards for supervisory responsibility here­
under .
(b) Employees who fail to meet such standards may be subject 
to disciplinary measures in accordance with Article XXIV of this 
Agreement.
Section 3 - Training for Improved Effectiveness and Efficiency
The parties agree to cooperate in the development and imple­
mentation of a training program to improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency of employees and enhance their job satisfaction with 
particular emphasis on the upgrading of work skills, and also 
including:
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a. Preparation for advancement and upgrading;
b. Supervisory responsibilities and techniques;
c. High School equivalency training.
A maximum of twenty (20) hours per year of training in an 
approved training course may be required of each employee by the 
University. One-half of any required time shall be during working 
hours and one-half outside of working hours on the employee's own 
time. Approved courses shall be those conducted by an Education 
Fund of a respective Union or those conducted by the University 
for which the employee is eligible.
Training fund contributions provided in Article III of this 
Agreement shall be utilized by any respective Union training funds 
to assist in achieving the above goals for employees covered by 
such funds.
Failure to complete a required training course without just 
cause may be deemed a failure to meet performance standards for
the purpose of Section 1 of this Article.
Section 4 - Orientation and Training
The parties recognize the University's right to give any 
permanent employee appointed or assigned to new duties, consistent 
with his or her job specifications, orientation and training during 
working hours as to the duties and responsibilities of his or her 
new position or assignment.
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Section 5 - Educational Opportunities
Employees shall be exempted from the payment of tuition fees 
for courses offered at Colleges, pursuant to the following conditions
(a) Each employee, to qualify for tuition fee exemption shall -
1. be a full time employee, and
2. have served full time for at least twelve months prior 
to the first day of classes, and
3. meet the academic requirements for the course. (It 
is not necessary for the employee to be a candidate ' 
for a degree; the employee may be a non-degree 
student).
(b) Tuition fee exemption shall be offered for courses which
are:
1. in an associate degree program,
2. in a baccalaureate degree program,
(c) Exemption from payment of tuition fees shall not apply 
to adult education courses or to other courses supported 
solely by fees except as provided herein.
(d) Exemption from payment of tuition fees does not include 
exemption from payment of non-instructional fees.
(e) Selected employees who are recommended by their super­
visor for training in stenography, typing, and other special 
work skills, after consultation with the administrative head
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of the Division in which the course is offered, shall be exempt 
from payment of tuition fees for such courses.
(f) Other conditions of tuition fee exemption:
1. There must be an available vacancy in the course at 
the time of enrollment and such enrollment shall 
not be used to determine if the course is to be 
given.
2. The course shall not be taken during the employee's 
normal working hours.
3. An employee may choose to take a course during 
his/her lunch hour which is designated as the 
period between the hours of 11:45 a.m. and 2:15 p.m., 
provided that when an employee elects to take
a course during the lunch hour he/she will auto­
matically be charged, at the beginning of the 
semester, at the rate of 15 minutes of annual 
leave per contact hour. Therefore, on a semester 
basis, an employee will be charged one-half (1/2) 
day of annual leave for each classroom period per 
week (a classroom period is not to exceed sixty (60) 
minutes). If at the end of the semester, the 
employee can reasonably demonstrate to his/her 
Personnel Officer that the time charged was not 
used, all such time will be restored to the 
employee's annual leave balance.
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(g) The controlling factors in the availability of the edu­
cational opportunities described above shall continue to be
time in employment, availability of courses, work schedules, 
and , with reference to subsection e, selection.
(h) For employees in titles in the Gittleson group identified 
in Article II, Section 2a, the following shall apply with
regard to this Section 5:
1. The time required in subsection a 2 shall be 
six months.
2. In addition to the types of courses indicated 
in subsection b 1 & b 2, tuition fee exemption 
shall also be offered for courses which are:
a. entrance condition courses required to 
matriculate for associate or baccalaureate 
degree programs, or
b. in a graduate program (not to exceed 
six credits per semester).
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ARTICLE VI - WORK WEEK
Section 1.
The normal work week for full time employees shall be 35 
hours. The hours in the normal work week for full time employees 
in any newly established title which is created during the term 
of this Agreement and is covered by this Agreement shall be 35 
hours.
Section 2.
Wherever practicable, the normal work week for full time 
employees shall consist of five (5) consecutive working days 
separated by two (2) consecutive days off. This shall not, 
however, constitute a bar to the consideration of a flexible work 
week or a flexible work day, as agreed to by the parties.
ARTICLE VII - HOLIDAYS, HOLIDAY PREMIUM AND SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL
Section 1.
(a) There shall be 16 paid holidays. Of these fourteen in §2 
below shall be the regular holiday subject to the premium 
provisions of this Article and the remaining 2 shall be 
granted as unscheduled holidays.
Section 2.
The fourteen regular holidays shall be :
New Year's Day 
Lincoln's Birthday 
Washington's Birthday 
Memorial Day 
Independence Day 
Labor Day 
Columbus Day
Veterans Day 
Election Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Day after Thanksgiving 
Christmas Eve 
Christmas Day 
New Year's Eve
Section 3.
The University shall establish a holiday schedule consistent 
with this Agreement no later than May 30, each year for the 
following July 1 - June 30 year.
Section 4.
If an employee is required to work on one of the regular 
holidays, the employee shall receive a fifty percent (50%) cash 
premium and compensatory time off at the employee's regular rate 
of pay for all hours of work on the holiday.
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Section 5.
If any of the holidays enumerated above falls on a Saturday 
or Sunday, it may be observed on the Friday immediately preceding, 
the Monday immediately following, or used as an unscheduled holiday.
Section 6.
(a) If a designated holiday is on a Saturday or a Sunday, the 
fifty percent (50%) cash premium and compensatory time off at the 
employee's regular rate of pay shall be paid to all employees who 
work on the actual holiday.
(b) An employee who is required to work on the Friday or 
Monday day of observance pursuant to this Article shall receive 
compensatory time only.
(c) For any employee whose regular work week includes both 
the actual Saturday or Sunday holiday and the date designated for 
observance
1. if required to work only one of the days, the employee 
shall be deemed to have received compensatory time off; 
The employee shall receive the 50% cash premium if the 
employee was required to work on the actual holiday, or
2. if required to work on both the actual holiday and the 
day of observance, the employee shall receive the 50% 
cash premium and compensatory time at the employee1s 
regular rate of pay for only the hours worked on the 
actual holiday.
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(d) Any employee required to work on a holiday which is the 
employees regularly scheduled day off may choose
1. compensation of (50%) cash premium and compensatory 
time for actual hours work, or
2. overtime pursuant to Article VI11-Overtime 
Section 7.
A shift which begins during the 24 hour period from 12:00 
midnight at the start of the day through 11:59 P.M. at the end 
of the day on a holiday shall be deemed to have been worked 
entirely on the holiday.
Section 8.
(a) An employee shall not receive for the same hours of 
work both
1. overtime pay and
2. the (50%) cash premium plus compensatory time.
(b) The provisions of Article VIII-Overtime will prevail 
for all hours worked in excess of the employees normal work day 
regardless of whether the holiday falls on a regular working day 
or on a scheduled day off.
Section 9.
(u) There shall be a shift differential of ten percent (10%) 
for all employees for all scheduled hours worked between 6 p.m. 
and 8 a.m. with more than one hour of work between 6 p.m. and
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8 a.m. except that for Staff Nurses an annual differential of 
$1,650 effective 7/1/82, $1,800 effective 7/1/83, shall be paid 
to each Staff Nurse who is assigned to the night shift (beginning 
between 4 pm and 6 am, inclusive) which shall include payment during 
authorized paid time off.
Section 10.
This Article shall apply to part-time per annum, hourly, per 
diem, and seasonal employees except that only section 7 and 8 shall 
be applicable to College Assistants.
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ARTICLE VIII - OVERTIME
Section 1.
(a) "Authorized voluntary overtime" and "Authorized volun­
tary stand-by time" shall be defined as overtime or stand-by time 
for work authorized by the College or the college's designee 
which the employee is free to accept or decline.
(b) "Ordered involuntary overtime" and "Ordered involuntary 
stand-by time" shall be defined as overtime or stand-by time 
which the employee is directed in writing to work. Such overtime 
or stand-by time may only be authorized by the college official 
who is delegated such authority in writing.
Section 2.
(a) Ordered involuntary overtime worked between the 35th 
hour and forty (40) hours in any payroll week shall be compen­
sated in cash at straight time.
(b) Ordered involuntary overtime in excess of forty hours 
in any payroll week shall be compensated in cash at time and one 
half (lVO-
(c) For employees granted shortened work days under Section 
16 of Article IX, compensatory time for work performed between
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thirty (30) and thirty five (35) hours a week when such shortened 
schedule is in effect shall be granted at the rate of straight 
time (1 time ) but such work shall be considered overtime.
(d) Upon the mutual agreement of the employee and the 
designee of the College President, for any particular work week, 
the overtime compensation provided in subsections a and b shall 
be granted in compensatory time off in lieu of cash at the rate 
of straight time for overtime under subsection (a) and at the 
rate of time and a half for overtime under subsection (b). Meal 
allowances in such instances shall be provided for hours worked 
under subsection (a) only.
Section 3.
Authorized voluntary overtime which results in any employee 
working in excess of the employee's normal work week in any 
payroll week shall be compensated in time off at the rate of 
straight time.
Section 4.
There shall be no rescheduling of days off and/or tours of 
duty to avoid the payment of overtime compensation. Any work 
performed on a scheduled day off shall be covered by this Article. 
The practice of revision of work schedules during registration to 
meet staffing needs on a voluntary basis may continue.
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Section 5,
No credit shall be recorded for unauthorized overtime.
Credit for all authorized overtime beyond the normal work week 
Bhall accrue only after one (1) hour, in units of 10 minutes.
Section 6.
Time during which an employee is in full pay status, whether 
or not such time is actually worked, shall be counted in computing 
the number of hours worked during the week.
Section 7.
The hourly rate of pay shall be determined by taking 1/1827 
of the affected employee's annual regular salary (1/1957.5 for 
hourly Staff Nurse). Payment shall be computed and paid in 10 
minute units actually worked beyond the normal scheduled work week, 
provided at least one (1) full hour is so compensable in a calendar 
week. "Annual regular salary" shall include educational, assignment, 
and longevity differential, if any.
Section 8.
Employees whose annual gross salary including overtime, all 
differentials and premimum pay is in excess of $30,234 as of 
September 1, 1982 and $32, 350 as of July 1, 1983 shall be compen­
sated in compensatory time at the rate of straight time for overtime 
worked and shall be required to submit periodic time reports at 
intervals of not less than one week, but shall not be required to 
follow daily time clock or sign in procedures. The periodic time 
report shall be in such form as is required by the College.
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Section 9.
(a) For all employees who work authorized overtime not 
compensated for in cash, the following meal allowances shall be 
provided:
Effective
7/1/81
1. For two continuous hours of overtime $6.00
2. For five continuous hours of overtime 6.50
3. For seven continuous hours of overtime 8.50
4. For ten continuous hours of overtime 9.50
5. For fifteen continuous hours of 10.50overtime
(b) In the event that the provision regarding meal 
allowances in the City-wide contract between the City of New York 
and District Council 37 makes an adjustment of such allowances 
which is effective during the period of this agreement, the 
parties may reopen negotiations on meal allowances.
(c) Time off for meals shall not be computed as overtime. 
However such time off shall not affect the continuity requirement 
for the above meal allowances.
Section 10.
(a) Employees recalled from home for authorized ordered 
involuntary overtime work shall be guaranteed overtime payment in 
cash for at least four (4) hours, if not ineligible for cash pay­
ment under Section 8 of this Article. When an employee voluntarily 
responds to a request to come in from home for voluntary authorized
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overtime work, such overtime shall be compensated in time off on 
an hour for hour basis but with minimum compensatory time of four (4) 
hours.
(b) An employee recalled pursuant to subsection (a) above may 
request to go home upon completion of the duties which required 
his/her recall, thereby waiving payment for the balance of the 
guaranteed four (4) hours, provided he/she signs a form clearly 
indicating that the request is voluntary and it is understood 
that he/she has the right to remain at the job site and be paid 
for the full four (4) hours. If an employee is sent home the 
guarantee shall remain in effect.
Section 11.
Compensatory time off for voluntary overtime work as authorized 
in this Article shall be scheduled at the discretion of the employer. 
All compensatory time off must be taken by the affected employee 
within the following three (3) months. Any such time not so used 
by the employee's choice shall be added to the employee's sick 
leave balance. If the College President or the President's 
designee calls upon an employee not to take the compensatory time 
off or any part thereof within three (3) months, that portion 
shall be carried over until such time as it can be liquidated.
Section 12.
(a) Employees who volunteer to standby in their homes, as 
authorized by competent authority, shall receive compensatory
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time credit on the basis of one-half (S) hour for each hour of 
standby time.
(b) Employees who are required, ordered and/or scheduled on 
an involuntary basis to standby in their homes subject to recall, 
as authorized by the President or the President's designated 
representative shall receive overtime payment in cash for such 
time on the basis of one-half (^ ) hour paid overtime for each hour 
of standby time. Employees who reside on the work premises or 
are in post-graduate training status shall not be included in this 
provision.
Section 13.
In emergency situations, the University shall have a right, 
after negotiation with the Union, to apply a variation of these 
overtime regulations.
Section 14.
Except in an emergency situation, when authorized and ordered 
by the Chancellor or a designated representative of the Chancellor, 
no employee shall be required or permitted to work more than 16 
hours in any twenty-four (24) hour period. In no event may an 
employee be required to work two (2) consecutive work shifts for 
more than two (2) consecutive weeks.
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Section 15.
In the event of any inconsistency between this Article and
vstandards imposed by the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act or 
other applicable Federal or State Law, the Federal or State Law 
shall take precedence unless such Federal or State Law authorizes 
such inconsistency.
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ARTICLE IX - TIME AND LEAVE
Section 1.
The University shall establish a unified set of Leave Regula­
tions applicable to employees which shall reflect the Employer's 
Leave Regulations for Administrative Staff in effect on June 30, 
1967, amendments and official interpretations thereto, all amend­
ments thereto required by "City-Wide Contract" for career and 
salary employees of the City of New York from July 1, 1967 through 
June 30, 1980 and all amendments reflecting the terms of this 
Agreement. Pending the establishment of such regulations, the 
administrative staff regulations as so amended by "City-Wide 
Contract" and by this Agreement shall continue to be in effect.
Interpretations shall be defined as those rulings which 
have been issued by the New York City Personnel Director or by 
authorized University officials pursuant to the Leave Regulations 
and which are printed in the Official Leave Regulations.
This Section shall not circumscribe the authority of the 
University to issue new interpretations subsequent to the 
effective date of this Agreement and not inconsistent with this 
Agreement. Such new interpretations shall be subject to the 
grievance and arbitration provisions of this Agreement.
Section 2.
(a) Employee requests for annual leave, made pursuant to 
college policy or collective bargaining agreement, shall be made in 
writing on a form supplied by the College. Approval or disapproval
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of the request shall be made on the same form by a supervisor 
authorized to do so by the College.
Decisions on request for annual leave or for leave with pay 
shall be made within seven (7) working days of submission except 
for requests which cannot be approved at the local level, or 
requests for leave during the summer peak vacation period or 
other such periods for which the College or University has estab­
lished and promulgated a schedule for submission and decision of 
leave requests. Once a leave request has been approved, the 
approval may not be rescinded except in writing by a President
If a President calls upon an employee to forego the employee's 
approved annual leave or any part thereof in any year, it must be 
in writing and that portion shall be carried over until such time 
as it can be liquidated. Such action must be taken by a President 
personally and may not be delegated.
(b) Where an employee has an entitlement to accrued annual 
leave and/or compensatory time, and the University's fiscal condi­
tion requires employees who are terminated, laid off or who choose 
to retire in lieu of layoff, be removed from the payroll on or 
before a specific date, or where an employee cannot be considered 
for an extension of service past the mandatory retirement age be­
cause of budgetary considerations, the University shall provide the 
monetary value of accumulated and unused annual leave and/or com­
pensatory time allowances standing to the employee's credit in a 
lump sum. Such payments shall be in accordance with the provisions 
of New York City Executive Order 30, dated June 24th, 1975.
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(c) Employees employed prior to January 1, 1957 who presently 
accrue annual leave at the rate of thirty (30) work days per annum 
shall continue to accrue annual leave at this rate.
Section 3.
Approved sick leave and annual leave may be used in units of 
one (1) hour. Any employee who has completed four (4) months of 
service may be permitted to take approved annual leave as it 
accrues. Approved sick leave may be used as it accrues.
Section 4 .
By June 1st of each year all employees shall be given an 
annual statement of all leave balances as of a date within the 
previous 90 days (sick leave, annual leave, compensatory time).
This Section 4 shall apply to part-time employees including 
College Assistants.
Section 5.
(a) Sick leave shall be used only for personal illness of 
the employee. Approval of sick leave in accordance with "Leave 
Regulations" is discretionary with the College or University and 
proof of disability must be provided by the employee, satisfactory 
to the College or University.
(b) The provisions of paragraph a. above nothwithstanding, 
the College or University may waive the requirement for proof of 
the disability unless:
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1. An employee requests sick leave for more than three (3) 
consecutive work days; or
2. An employee used undocumented sick leave more than 
five (5) times in a six (6) month "sick leave period." 
Employees hired during a "sick leave period" shall be 
subject to the terms of this subsection commencing with 
the next complete "sick leave period."
(c) For the purposes of b(l) and b(2) above, the calendar 
year shall be divided into two (2), six (6) month "sick leave 
periods." They shall be (1) January 1 to June 30 inclusive, and
(2) July 1 to December 31, inclusive. An employee who exceeds the 
allowable number of undocumented absences in any "sick leave period" 
pursuant to paragraphs b(l) and b(2) above shall thereafter, 
commencing with the next "sick leave period", be required to sub­
mit medical documentation, satisfactory to the college president 
before further sick leave may be approved. The requirement for 
such documentation shall continue in effect until the employee
has worked a complete "sick leave period" without being on sick 
leave more than two (2) times.
(d) For the purposes of this section "one time" shall mean 
the consecutive use of one-half (*$) or more work days for sick 
leave. Sick leave taken in units of less than one-half (^ ) work 
day shall be counted as "one time" on sick leave when the cumula­
tive total of such sick leave amounts to one-half (H) day.
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(e) The provisions of paragraph b. above notwithstanding, the 
College or University shall have the discretion to waive the medical 
documentation required pursuant to paragraphs b(l), b(2) and c. for 
employees who have completed their third year of employment and 
thereafter have a current sick leave balance commensurate with the 
number of years of employment as follows:
3 years 21 days
4 years 28 days
5 years 35 days
6 years 42 days
7 years 49 days
8 years 56 days
9 years 63 days
10 years 70 days
(f) Any employee who anticipates a series of three (3) or 
more medical appointments, which will require a repeated use of 
sick leave in units of one day or less shall submit medical docu­
mentation indicating the nature of the condition and the antici­
pated schedule of treatment. Sick leave taken pursuant to said 
schedule of treatment shall be deemed documented.
(g) The medical documentation required by this Section shall 
be from a health practitioner licensed by the state in which he/she 
practices to diagnose and certify illness or disability. When an 
employee has been recommended for relief from duty by a medical 
practitioner acting in behalf of a College or the University, the
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time granted shall be considered documented sick leave for the 
day of the relief from duty only, unless otherwise specified by
1 »
the college or university's practitioner.
Section 6.
The number of sick leave allowance days permitted to 
accumulate shall be unlimited.
Section 7.
An employee's annual leave shall be changed to sick leave 
during a period of verified hospitalization. When an employee is 
seriously disabled but not hospitalized while on annual leave, 
after the employee submits proof of such disability which is 
satisfactory to the president or his/her designee, such leave 
time may be charged to sick leave and not to annual leave at the 
employee's option.
This section shall apply to College Assistants.
Section 8 .
Upon the determination by a college president that an employee 
has been physically disabled because of an assault arising out of 
and in the course of the employee's employment, the college 
president will grant the injured employee a leave of absence with 
pay not to exceed eighteen (18) months. No such leave with pay 
shall be granted unless the Worker's Compensation Division of the 
New York City Law Department advises the College in writing that 
the employee's injury has been accepted by the Division as
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compensable under such law, or if such injury is not accepted by 
the Division as compensable under such law unless the Worker's 
Compensation Board determines that such injury is compensable 
under such law.
If a permanent employee who has five (5) years or more of 
service does not have sufficient leave credit to cover his/her 
absence pending a determination by the Worker's Compensation 
Division of the New York City Law Department, the college 
president shall advance the employee up to forty-five (45) 
calendar days of paid leave. In the event the Worker's Compensa­
tion Division of the Law Department does not accept the injury as 
compensable under the law or the Worker's Compensation Board 
determines that such injury is not compensable under such law, 
the employee shall reimburse the University for the paid leave 
advance.
If an employee is granted a leave of absence with pay pursuant 
to this Section, the employee shall receive the difference between 
the employee's weekly salary and the employee's Worker's Compensa­
tion rate without charge against annual leave or sick leave. The 
employee shall, as a condition of receiving benefits under this 
Section, execute an assignment of the proceeds of any judgment or 
settlement in any third party action arising from such injury, in 
the amount of the pay received pursuant to this Section and medical 
disbursements, if any, made by the College or University, but not 
to exceed the amount of such proceeds. Such assignments shall 
be made in the form prescribed by the Corporation Counsel. The 
injured employee shall undergo such medical examinations as are
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request ed by the Worker's Compensation Division of the New York 
City Law Department or by the University, and when found fit for 
duty by the New York City Worker's Compensation Board shall 
return to the University's employ.
No benefits shall be paid while an employee is suspended 
pending disciplinary action, or if an employee is subsequently 
found culpable of having commenced the assault or unnecessarily 
continuing the assault.
Benefits provided under this Section shall be in addition to 
but not concurrent with benefits provided under the University 
provision which corresponds to Section 7.0 and 7.1 of the New 
York City Career and Salary Plan Leave Regulations.
Section 9.
For employees who do not come under the provisions of 
Section 8 of this Article but who are injured in the course of 
employment, upon determination by a college president that an 
employee has been physically disabled because of an injury 
arising out of and in the course of the employee's employment, 
through no fault of the employee, the college president will 
grant the injured employee an extended sick leave with pay not to 
exceed three (3) months after all the employee's sick leave and 
annual leave balances have been exhausted. This additional leave 
must be taken immediately following the exhaustion of such 
balances. No such leave with pay shall be granted unless the 
Worker's Compensation Division of the New York City Law Department 
advises the college president in writing that the employee's
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injury has been accepted by the Division as compensable under the 
Worker’s Compensation Law, or if such injury is not accepted by 
the Division as compensable under such law, unless the Worker's 
Compensation Board determines that such injury is compensable 
under such law. If an employee is granted extended sick leave 
with pay pursuant to this Section, the employee shall receive the 
difference between the employee's weekly salary and the 
employee's Worker's Compensation rate for the period of time 
granted. The employee shall, as a condition of receiving 
benefits under this section, execute an assignment of the 
proceeds of any judgment of settlement in any third party action 
arising from such injury, in the amount of the pay and medical 
disbursements received pursuant to this Section, but not to 
exceed the amount of such proceeds. Such assignment shall be in 
the form prescribed by the New York City Corporaton Counsel. The 
injured employee shall undergo such medical examinations as are 
requested by the Worker's Compensation Division of the New York 
City Law Department or by the University and when found fit for 
duty by the Worker's Compensation Board shall return to 
employment.
Benefits provided under this Section shall be in addition to 
but not concurrent with benefits provided under the University 
provision which corresponds to Sections 7.0 and 7.1 of the New 
York City Career and Salary Plan Leave Regulations.
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Section 10.
Within forty-five (45) days of the receipt by the Worker's 
Compensation Division of the New York City Law Department of a 
claim for Worker's Compensation the City shall notify the 
claimant that the employee's claim has been approved or 
disapproved.
Failure to notify the employee within the forty-five (45) 
day time limit may be grieved at Step II of the grievance 
procedure without resort to previous steps.
Section 11.
Pursuant to New York City Mayor's Executive Order No. 34, 
dated March 26, 1971, "Regulations Governing Cash Payments for 
Accrued Annual Leave and Accrued Compensatory Time on Death of an 
Employee while in the City's Employ," if an employee dies while 
in the College's or University's employ, the employee's 
beneficiary or if no beneficiary is designated, then the 
employee's estate, shall receive payment in cash for the 
following:
a. All unused accrued annual leave to a maximum of 
fifty-four (54) days credit.
b. All unused accrued compensatory time earned subsequent 
to March 15, 1968, and retained pursuant to this 
Agreement, verifiable by official college records, to a 
maximum of two hundred (200) hours.
This section shall be applicable to College Assistants.
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Section 12.
If an employee dies during the term of this Agreement 
because of an injury arising out of and in the course of the 
employee's employment through no fault of the employee, and in 
the proper performance of the employee's duties, a payment of 
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) will be made from funds 
other than those of the Retirement System in addition to any 
other payment which may be made as a result of such a death.
Such payment shall be made to the same beneficiary designated for 
the purposes of Section 11 of this Article, or if no beneficiary 
is so designated payment shall be made to the employee's estate.
Section 13.
If while in covered employment under the terms of this 
Agreement an employee dies, the University shall notify the
beneficiary designated by the employee in the personnel folder as 
to what benefits may be available for the employee as to where 
claims may be initiated for such benefits.
The University shall promptly notify the appropriate retire­
ment system and request it communicate with the beneficiary 
designated in the system's records.
This section shall be applicable to College Assistants.
Section 14.
(a) "Emergency Closings" shall be defined as authorized 
cancellation of classes due to weather, transportation, or other 
major emergencies. The University and the Union recognize that
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during such periods there is a responsibility to maintain service
to the extent possible. Once each year, each college personnel ^ »
officer shall establish a minimum number of employees needed for 
emergency closing service and such employees shall be notified. 
Compensation time off for the number of hours worked shall be 
granted to those who meet the emergency need, such time to be 
approved by the college personnel officer and to be scheduled 
during the academic year in which the emergency occurs.
Employees not on emergency assignment shall have their absences 
excused. Each college personnel officer may suspend this 
provision if the required minimum is not maintained.
(b) Latenesses caused by a verified major failure of public 
transportation, such as a widespread or total power failure of 
significant duration or other catastrophe of similar severity, 
shall be excused.
(c) The University shall continue to have a contingency 
plan or plans for operation during a major failure of public 
transportation which would cause handicapped employees, as 
defined in the New York City Human Rights Survey Report issued 
September 1973, great difficulty in reaching their regular work 
location. Such plan or plans shall include where practicable and 
productive, provisions assigning handicapped employees to report 
to University locations closer to their homes. Such plan or 
plans shall also include provisions for excusal by the college 
president of absences, on an individual basis, for handicapped
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employees. Decisions of the President with respect to absences 
under such plans shall not be subject to the grievance procedure.
Section 15.
(a) Effective January 1, 1975, the terminal leave provision 
for all employees except as provided in paragraphs b., c., below 
shall be as follows:
Terminal leave with pay shall be granted prior to final 
separation to employees who have completed at least ten (10) 
years of service on the basis of one (1) day terminal leave 
for each two (2) days of accumulated sick leave up to a 
maximum of one hundred twenty (120) days of terminal leave. 
Such leave shall be computed on the basis of work days 
rather than calendar days.
(b) Any employee who as of January 1, 1975 has a minimum of 
fifteen (15) years of service as of said date may elect to receive 
upon retirement a terminal leave of one (1) calendar month for 
every ten (10) years of service pro-rated for fractional part 
thereof in lieu of any other terminal leave. However, any sick 
leave taken by such employees subsequent to July 1, 1974 in 
excess of an average annual usage of six (6) days per year shall 
be deducted from the number of days of terminal leave to which 
the employee would otherwise be entitled at the time of retire­
ment, if the employee chooses to receive terminal leave under 
this paragraph.
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(c) In the case where an employee has exhausted all or most 
of the employee's accrued sick leave due to a major illness, the 
college president in his/her discretion, may apply two and 
one-fifth (2-1/5)work days for each year of paid service as the 
basis for computing terminal leave in lieu of any other terminal 
leave.
(d) Where an employee has an entitlement to terminal leave 
and the University's fiscal situation requires that employees who 
are terminated, laid off or retired be removed from the payroll 
on or before a specific date, or where an employee cannot be 
considered for an extension of service past the mandatory 
retirement age because of budgetary considerations, the Univer­
sity shall provide a monetary lump sum payment for terminal leave 
in accordance with the provisions of New York City Mayor's 
Executive Order 31, dated June 24, 1975.
Section 16. Shortened Summer Work Week and Early Dismisal 
Due to Heat
(a) Summer work week shall be a period of shorter workdays 
from the Monday following each College's Spring commencement to 
September first.
(b) Shortened workday schedules shall not apply to employees 
who work in air conditioned facilities. A labor-management 
committee shall consider a definition of the term "air conditioned
facilities".
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(c) The shortened workday schedule shall not be required 
until an employee has completed one year of service.
(d) Employees who work shortened workday schedules as 
described in this Section are entitled to the meal allowances set 
forth in Section 8 of Article VIII, provided that such employees 
work a minimum of three (3) hours beyond the shortened workday 
schedule. An employee who qualifies for a meal allowance pursuant 
to this paragraph shall not count the first hour worked after the 
shortened workday schedule in computing the amount of the meal 
allowance to which the employee is entitled.
(e) For the period from the first Monday after the last 
scheduled commencement in the University through Labor Day (with 
the exception of registration or examination days), when at 2:00 
p.m. the temperature for New York City and vicinity is reported 
by telephone call to the weather information service of the New 
York Telephone Company as 92 degrees or higher, employees in 
non-air-conditioned offices who cannot be accomodated in 
air-conditioned offices shall be released from work at 3:00 p.m., 
without charge to leave [This applies only to employees in those 
titles identified in Article III Section 2a as the Gittleson 
group.]
Section 17.
(a) All part time per annum, hourly, per diem, per session 
and seasonal employees, other than College Assistants, who work
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at least one half the regular hours of full time employees in the 
same title shall accrue leave credits as provided in subsection C 
below. If no full time equivalent title exists then the minimum 
number of hours required in order to receive leave credits 
pursuant to this Section shall be 17^ hours per week.
(b) College Assistants who equal or exceed the required 
number of hours in a work year (July 1 through June 30) as 
provided in this subsection shall accrue leave credits as 
provided in subsection C. The number of such hours shall be the 
following, whichever is reached first:
1. 500 hours actually worked, or
2. 17^ hours actually worked and/or on paid sick leave in 
each of 17 weeks, or
3. For those employed prior to July 1, 1980, 300 work 
hours, provided such an employee worked at least 500 
hours in four of the five previous consecutive fiscal 
years and continues work to at least 400 hours in the 
current fiscal year, and provided that until the 400 
hours are reached the leave accrual shall be annual 
leave only and shall be an advance of leave credit, not 
to exceed 20 hours of annual leave, and to be repaid 
upon failure to reach 400 hours.
(c) Employees eligible under subsections (a) or (b) shall
accrue leave credits as follows:
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Annual leave; One (1) hour of leave for every eleven 
(11) hours actually worked to a maximum accrual of two 
hundred ten (210) hours.
Sick leave; One (1) hour of leave for every twenty (20) 
hours actually worked with no maximum accrual.
(d) College Assistants eligible under subsection b3 shall 
be entitled to use annual leave between 300 and 400 hours as a 
temporary substitute for sick leave with appropriate documenta­
tion: upon reaching 400 hours, leave so used shall be converted 
and charged to sick leave instead of annual leave.
(e) l. A College Assistant shall be permitted to utilize
annual leave in order to maintain an average number of 
paid hours during weeks in which a holiday occurs, and 
to utilize annual leave during the school year, subject 
to the needs of the College.
2. Payment for all annual leave remaining to the 
credit of a College Assistant at the end of his/her 
assignment or the end of the fiscal year, whichever 
comes first, shall be made in each regular pay period 
thereafter in shares based on not less than the average 
number of days and hours worked by the College 
Assistants per week during that fiscal year. The 
period for which such payments are made shall be a
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scheduled vacation period for such employee. However, 
payment for such scheduled vacation period may be made
v
in a lump sum upon the request of the employee and the 
approval of the College Personnel Officer.
Section 18.
(a) A child care leave of absence without pay shall be 
granted to an employee (male or female) who becomes the parent of 
a child up to four years of age, either by birth or by adoption, 
for a period of up to forty eight (48) months. The use of this 
maximum allowance will be limited to one instance only. All 
other child care leaves of an employee shall be limited to a 
thirty-six (36) month maximum.
(b) Prior to child care leave an employee shall be continued 
in pay status for a period of time equal to all the employee's 
unused accrued annual leave. Time in pay 6tatus shall not be 
included in child care leave.
(c) Employees who initially elect to take less than the 
forty-eight (48) month maximum period of leave or the thirty-six 
(36) months, may elect to extend such leave by up to two exten­
sions, each extension to be a minimum of six (6) months.
However, in no case may the initial leave period plus the one or 
two extensions total more than forty-eight (48) months or 
thirty-six (36) months.
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(d) An employee who has taken a cumulative total of seven 
years of child care leave shall be entitled to further child care 
leave pursuant to this section only if he or she has been in pay 
status a cumulative total of four or more years for the City of 
New York and/or the University.
An employee who has taken a cumulative total of ten years of 
child care leave shall be entitled to further child care leave 
pursuant to this section only if he or she has been in pay status 
a cumulative total of seven or more years for the City of New 
York and/or the University.
(e) This provision shall not diminish the right of the 
College Personnel Officer or the University Personnel Officer, as 
set forth in Rule 5.1 of the New York City (Career and Salary 
Plan) Leave Regulations, to grant a further leave of absence 
without pay for child care purposes.
Section 19.
When a death in an employee's immediate family occurs while 
the employee is on annual leave, such time as is excusable for 
death in the family shall not be charged to annual leave or sick 
leave. Immediate family shall be defined as spouse, natural, 
foster or step parent; mother-in-law, father-in-law; natural, 
foster or step brother; natural, foster or step sister; natural, 
foster or step child or any other relative residing in the same
household.
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Section 20.
Individual employee grievants shall be granted leave with 
pay for such time as is necessary to testify at arbitration 
hearings.
Leave with pay shall be granted to three (3) employees who 
are named grievants in a group arbitration proceeding, for such 
time as is necessary for them to testify at their group arbitration 
hearings.
Leave with pay for such time as is necessary to testify at 
their hearings shall be granted to employees who, after final 
adjudication of proceedings under Section 210 paragraph 2(h) of 
the New York State Civil Service Law are determined not to have 
been in violation of Section 210.
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ARTICLE X - TIME AND LEAVE VARIATIONS
This Article shall apply only to full time employees who 
work other than a regularly scheduled standard work week consisting 
of five (5) seven (7) hour days.
Section 1.
A "holiday leave bank" shall be established for each employee 
covered under this Article. The bank shall be credited with 
seven (7) hours of holiday leave time as each holiday occurs.
Section 2.
The total holiday leave credits granted per annum shall not 
exceed 112 hours.
Section 3.
(a) When an employee does not work on one of the regular 
holidays, a number of hours equal to the number of hours in the 
employee's regularly scheduled work day shall be subtracted from 
the employee's "holiday leave bank."
(b) An employee who works on any of the regular holidays 
shall be compensated in accordance with Section 4 of this Article 
or the overtime provisions of this Agreement, whichever is 
applicable.
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(c) When either the holiday or the day designated for 
observance occurs on an employee's scheduled day off and the 
employee does not work on such day, the employee shall accrue 
credits pursuant to Section 1 of this Article but no credits 
shall be deducted from the employee's "holiday leave bank" for 
such day.
Section 4.
(a) If an employee is required to work on any of the 
fourteen (14) scheduled holidays pursuant to the Article VII of 
this Agreement, the employee shall receive a fifty percent (50%) 
cash premium for all hours worked on the holiday, and there shall 
be no deduction from the employee's "holiday leave bank."
(b) If a holiday designated pursuant to this Agreement 
falls on a Saturday or Sunday, the fifty percent (50%) cash 
premium shall apply only to those employees who are required to 
work on the Saturday or Sunday holiday. Employees required to 
work on the Monday or Friday designated by the College or univer­
sity for holiday observance shall not have any time charged 
against their "holiday leave bank" as a result of the Saturday or 
Sunday holiday but shall not receive premium pay.
(c) With respect to an employee who is scheduled to work on
both the Saturday and Sunday holiday and the day designated for 
observance: (1) If the employee is required to work on only
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one of such days the employee's "holiday leave bank" shall be 
charged the equivalent of one day. Such employee shall receive 
the fifty percent (50%) cash premium when required to work on 
Saturday or Sunday; or (2) if the employee is required to work on 
both such days, the employee shall receive the fifty percent 
(50%) cash premium for all the hours worked on the Saturday or 
Sunday holiday without any charge to the employee's "holiday 
leave bank."
(d) However, if the employee is required to work on a 
holiday which falls on the employee's scheduled day off, the 
employee may choose whether such holiday work is to be compensated 
by the fifty percent (50%) cash premium without charge to the 
employee's leave bank, or, if otherwise eligible, by the overtime 
provisions of Article VIII.
(e) An employee shall not receive for the same hours of 
work both (1) overtime pay and (2) the fifty percent (50%) cash 
premium without charge to the employee's "holiday leave bank." 
However, regardless of whether the holiday falls on a regular 
working day or on a scheduled day off, if the number of hours 
worked on such holiday exceeds the employee's normal daily tour 
of duty all hours of work in excess of such normal daily tour of 
duty shall be covered by the overtime provisions of Article VIII.
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(f) Shifts which begin during the 24 hour period from 12:00 
midnight at the starl; of the day through 11:59 P.M. at the end of 
the day on a holiday shall be deemed to have been worked entirely 
on the holiday.
Section 5.
An employee may be advanced holiday leave credits consistent 
with the maximums set forth in Section 2 of this Article. Any 
resulting negative leave balance shall be charged against subsequent 
holiday accruals. If as of May 1st of any year an employee's 
"holiday leave bank" has a negative balance, said balance shall 
be charged against the employee's annual leave.
Section 6.
The "Annual Leave Allowance" shall accrue on an hourly 
basis. The rate of accrual shall be based on years of service 
and period of service of the respective employee as follows:
Annual Leave Monthly
Years of Service Balance Accrual
Begin with 15 if BHE (CUNY) 
service prior to 1/1/57 210 17-1/2
Begin with 15 189 15-3/4
Begin with 8 175 14-1/2 at end + 1 hr. of year
Prior to begin with 8 140 11 2/3
Seven (7) hours of sick leave allowance shall accrue per
month.
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Section 8.
All existing leave balances shall be converted from daily to 
hourly balances at the rate of seven (7) hours per day.
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ARTICLE XI -- HEALTH INSURANCE
Section 1.
The Union and the University shall recommend to the City of 
New York and the Municipal Labor Committee that the University be 
a participant in the Labor-Management Health Insurance Policy 
Committee referred to in Article VII Section 1 of the Citywide 
Contract between the City of New York and District Council 37.
Section 2.
The New York City Health Insurance program shall continue to 
be available to employees under the eligibility criteria estab­
lished by the City of New York.
Section 3.
The provisions of sections 2, 3, 4, and 6 of Article VII of 
said Citywide Contract shall be applicable to employees and the 
respective union to the extent possible.
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ARTICLE XII -- CAR ALLOWANCES
(a) Compensation to employees for authorized and required 
use of their ovm automobiles shall be at the rate of twenty-three 
cents (230) per mile with a minimum guarantee of thirty (30) 
miles for each day authorized and actual use. Said mileage 
allowance is not to include payment for the distance traveled 
from the employee's home to the first work location in a given 
day or from the last work location to the employee's home unless 
the employee is authorized and required to carry special equip­
ment or materials which cannot feasibly be transported via mass 
transit.
(b) In the event that the provision regarding car allowances 
in the City-wide contract between the City of New York and District 
Council 37 makes an adjustment of such allowances which is effec­
tive during the period of this agreement, the parties may reopen 
negotiations on car allowances.
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ARTICLE XIII - PERSONNEL AND PAY PRACTICES
Section 1.
All regular paychecks of University employees shall be item­
ized to include overtime, additional wage benefits (including 
back pay), and differentials.
Section 2.
(a) Upon transfer of a permanent employee from an employer 
covered by the sick leave and annual leave provisions of the 
City-Wide Contract to the University, or appointment of any 
employee to the University from an eligible list promulgated by 
the New York City Civil Service Commission immediately following 
continuous New York City service, all sick leave and annual leave 
balances to a maximum of the number of days earnable in 2 years 
shall be transferred with the employee.
(b) Upon transfer of an employee from one College to another, 
annual leave balances up to a maximum of the number of days of 
annual leave accruable in 2 years and all sick leave balances 
shall be transferred with the employee.
Section 3.
When a transfer within the University is accomplished with 
the consent of the employee, all compensatory time due for over­
time worked shall be granted to the employee prior to the effective 
date of the transfer except where:
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a. The receiving College agrees in writing to accept the 
transfer of these accrued compensatory time balances in 
whole or in part to its records, or
b. The employee requests in writing that these accrued 
compensatory time balances be converted to sick leave 
credits as of the date of the transfer.
Initiation of action to liquidate this compensatory time 
shall be the responsibility of the transferring employee.
When an employee is subjected to a functional or involuntary 
transfer, all the employee's accrued compensatory time balances 
shall be transferred to the records of the receiving College.
When a current employee is promoted to another College -from- 
from a competitive list, all compensatory time shall be trans­
ferred to the records of the appointing College.
Section 4.
(a) The University shall furnish identification cards to 
all employees who have served continuously for six (6) months.
(b) Each employee who is a member of the New York City 
Employees Retirement System (NYCERS) as of the effective date of 
this Agreement shall receive a Tax-Pension Identification Card 
showing the name, withholding tax number, pension number, pension 
plan, and the date the last membership in the System began. 
Employees joining the NYCERS during the life of this Agreement 
shall be given a Tax-Pension Identification Card when the Univer­
sity is notified by the System of the date membership was granted
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and the pension number assigned. In the discretion of the Univer­
sity, the identification card required by paragraph a. above may 
be combined with the Tax-Pension Identification Card.
(c) Lost cards shall be reported immediately and replaced. 
The employee shall reimburse the University for the actual cost 
of such card. Upon separation from service, an employee shall 
not receive the employee's final paycheck until the employee has 
returned the identification card issues, or has submitted an 
appropriate affidavit of loss.
Section 5.
Any employee who is promoted or who is affected by an 
individual change in title or rate of compensation of an adverse 
nature shall be notified in writing no later than two (2) weeks 
after the effective date of such promotion, change in title, or 
rate of compensation.
Section 6.
Consistent with and subject to security requirements, pay- 
checks shall be released during normal working hours and on pay 
day. However, if such hours do not coincide with normal banking 
hours, paychecks shall be released during working hours on the 
preceeding shift or day or prior to 2 PM on Friday, whichever is 
later and still provides the ability to cash pay checks prior to
the weekend.
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Section 7.
The Colleges shall be authorized to establish and maintain 
imprest funds for the reimbursement to employees of all necessary 
carfare, telephone, automobile and meal expenses and such other 
types of expenses as the New York City or New York State 
Comptroller may approve. The funds shall be administered in 
accordance with the rules and regulations of the New York City or 
New York State Comptroller.
Section 8.
In the event of an erroneous overpayment to an employee of 
an amount exceeding 25 percent of the employee's regular gross 
pay, the University will not make wage deductions for recoupment 
purposes in amounts greater than 25 percent of the employee's 
regular gross pay, except if the amount of the overpayment 
exceeds $1,000. In cases where the overpayment exceeds $1,000, 
deductions may be made in larger installments at the discretion 
of a President or his/her designee.
Section 9.
Any employee who is required to take a medical examination 
to determine if the employee is physically capable of performing 
the employee's full duties, and who is found not to be so capable 
shall, as far as practicable, be assigned to in-title and related 
duties in the same title during the period of the employee's dis­
ability. If a suitable position is not available, the University 
shall offer the employee any available opportunity to transfer to
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another title for which the employee may qualify by the change of 
title procedure followed by the New York City Civil Service Com­
mission pursuant to Rule 6.1.1 of its Rules or by noncompetitive 
examination offered pursant to Rule 6.1.9 of the Commission's 
Rules. University procedures established pursuant to the Civil 
Service Rules and Regulations of the City University, when estab­
lished shall replace procedures based on City Rules 6.1.1 and 
6.1.9.
If such an employee has ten (10) years or more of retirement 
system membership service and is considered permanently unable to 
perform all the duties of the employee's title and no suitable 
in-title position is available, the employee shall be referred to 
the New York City Employee's Retirement System and recommended 
for ordinary disability retirement.
Section 10.
(a) Interest on wage increases shall accrue at the rate of 
three percent (3%) per annum from one hundred-twenty (120) days 
after execution of the applicable agreement or one hundred-twenty 
(120) days after the effective date of the increase, whichever is 
later, to the date of actual payment.
(b) Interest on shift differentials, holiday and overtime 
pay, shall accrue at the rate of three percent (3%) per annum 
from one hundred-tewnty (120) days following their earning or one 
hundred-twenty (120) days after the execution of this Agreement, 
whichever is later, to the date of actual payment.
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(c) Interest accrued under a. or b. above shall be payable 
only if the amount of interest due to an individual employee 
exceeds five dollars ($5).
Section 11.
The University shall make every reasonable effort to provide 
adequate notice of employee garnishments.
Section 12.
No employee shall receive a lower basic salary rate following 
promotion than the basic salary rate received preceeding the pro­
motion .
Section 13.
The University shall not withhold entire paychecks when an 
employee has no leave balance to cover absences without pay, due 
to illness, up to a maximum of five (5) days, provided the affected 
employee has five (5) years of service as a member of the New 
York City Employees Retirement System. Appropriate deductions 
shall be made in a subsequent paycheck. Employees with a negative 
leave balance shall not be covered by this Section.
Section 14.
For the purposes of this Agreement employees in all classes 
of clerical, administrative and professional positions not yet 
classified by the appropriate competent body shall be presump­
tively covered by the terms of this Agreement pending final 
classification of the affected class of positions.
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Section 15.
The University shall provide a copy of this Agreement to all 
covered Colleges.
Section 16.
The University agrees to obtain and distribute any material 
prepared by the NYC Employees Retirement System or by the City of 
New York which describes pension benefits and provisions under 
the Coordinated-Escalator Retirement plan (CO-ES Plan).
Section 17.
If an employee's paycheck is lost by the University, the 
University shall secure a handwritten replacement check for the 
employee within three (3) working days after the receipt of an 
affidavit by the employee stating that he/she has not received 
the lost check or any proceeds from it.
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ARTICLE XIV - EVALUATIONS AND PERSONNEL FOLDERS 
Section 1.
An employee shall be required to accept a copy of any evalu- 
atory statement of the employee's work performance or conduct 
prepared during the term of this Agreement if such statement is 
to be placed in any permanent personnel folder relating to the 
employee. Prior to being given a copy of such evaluatory state­
ment, the employee must sign a form which shall indicate only 
that the employee was given a copy of the evaluatory statement and 
that the employee does not necessarily agree with its contents.
The employee shall have the right to answer any such evaluatory 
statement filed and the answer shall be attached to the file copy. 
Any evaluatory statement with respect to the employee's work per­
formance or conduct, a copy of which is not given to the employee, 
may not be used in any subsequent disciplinary actions against 
the employee.
An employee shall be permitted to view his/her personnel 
folder once a year and when an adverse personnel action is ini­
tiated against the employee by the University. The viewing shall 
be in the presence of a designee of the University and held at 
such time and place as the University may prescribe.
Section 2.
If an employee finds in the employee's folder any material 
relating to the employee's work performance or conduct in addition
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to evaluatory statements prepared after July 1, 1968 the employee 
shall have the right to answer any such material filed and the 
answer shall be attached to the file copy.
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ARTICLE XV - CIVIL SERVICE - CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Section 1.
(a) When vacancies in promotional titles covered by this 
Agreement are authorized to be filled by the appropriate body and 
the College with such vacancies decides to fill them on a provi­
sional basis, a notice of such vacancies shall be posted in all 
relevant areas of the College involved at least five (5) working 
days prior to filling except when such vacancies are to be filled 
on an emergency basis.
(b) The University and the Union reiterate their mutual 
support for the recommended policy contained in Vice Chancellor 
Newton's memo of December 22, 1972 which proposed "all newly 
established or vacant positions in (non teaching instructional 
titles) be published; that all employees be encouraged to apply 
for such positions, and that all qualified applicants be inter­
viewed for such positions."
Section 2.
(a) The respective Union shall be given a copy of proposed 
changes in job specifications for any title represented by or 
certified to such Union for its perusal at least five (5) working 
days in advance of the final approval of such changes.
(b) Notice of final revisions shall be distributed to all 
Colleges and shall be posted in appropriate areas for thirty (30) 
days.
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Section 3.
After promotion, if an employee is returned to his or her 
former title in accordance with existing Civil Service rules and 
regulations (5.2.4), or the Civil Service Rules and Regulations 
of the City University of New York, when established, the employee 
may request of the College a conference to discuss the basis for 
the employee's return to his/her former title. The College's 
decision is neither arbitrable nor reviewable under the applicable 
Civil Service Law or Rules and Regulations.
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ARTICLE XVI - OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
Section 1.
The Labor-Management Committee established pursuant to 
Article XIX shall sit, from time to time, as an Occupational 
Safety and Health Committee.
Section 2.
(a) Adequate, clean, structurally safe and sanitary working 
facilities shall be provided for all employees.
(b) Motor vehicles and power equipment which are in com­
pliance with minimum standards of applicable law shall be provided 
to employees who are required to use such devices.
(c) Where necessary, first aid chests, adequately marked 
and stocked shall be provided by the University in sufficient 
quantity for the number of employees likely to need them and such 
chests shall be reasonably accessible to the employees.
(d) The sole remedy for alleged violations of this Section 
shall be a grievance pursuant to Article XXVII of this Agreement. 
Any employee who withholds services as a means of redressing or 
otherwise protesting alleged violations of this Section shall be 
docked pay for any unauthorized non-performance of work and may 
be subject to any appropriate disciplinary action.
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(e) In construing this Section, an arbitrator shall 
initially have the power only to decide whether the subject 
facilities meet the standards of subsection a of this Section.
If the arbitrator determines that the University is in violation 
of this Section, the University shall take appropriate steps to 
remedy the violation. If in the opinion of the Union the Uni­
versity does not achieve compliance within a reasonable period of 
time, the Union may reassert its claim to the arbitrator. Upon 
such second submission, if the arbitrator finds that the Uni­
versity has had a reasonable time to comply with the terms of 
this section and has failed to do so, then and only then, the 
arbitrator may order the University to follow a particular course 
of action which will effectuate compliance with the terms of this 
section. However, such remedy shall not exceed appropriations 
available in the current budget allocation for the involved 
University for such purposes.
(f) The University shall make reasonable efforts to provide 
for the personal security of employees working in office 
buildings operated by the University, during such hours as said 
locations are open to the public.
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XVII - JOB SECURITY 
Section 1 —  Retrenchment.
When retrenchment is scheduled the following procedure shall 
be used:
(a) Notice shall be provided to the respective Union not 
less than 30 days before the effective dates of such projected 
retrenchment.
(b) Within such 30 day period, designated representatives 
of the University will meet and confer with the designated repre­
sentatives of the respective Union with the objective of considering 
feasible alternatives to all or part of such scheduled retrench­
ment, including but not limited to (1) the transfer of employees
to other Colleges or New York City agencies with retraining, if 
necessary, consistent with Civil Service Law but without regard 
to the Civil Service title, (2) the use of Federal and State 
funds whenever possible to retain or reemploy employees scheduled 
for layoff, (3) the elimination or reduction of the amount of 
work contracted out to independent contractors and (4) encourage­
ment of early retirement and the expediting of the processing of 
retirement applications.
(c) After meeting and conferring with the designated repre­
sentatives of the respective Union the University shall have the 
right, when necessary, to transfer any employee, in lieu of
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layoff, from one College to another provided such transfer is 
within title and the employee meets all the legal requirements of
vthe new position and the transfer is being made without loss in 
pay, benefits, or seniority to the affected employee. The following 
procedure shall govern:
1. Volunteers in order of title seniority.
2. Non-volunteers in order of title seniority among those 
who would otherwise have to be laid off in the retrench­
ment unit from which the transfer is being made.
(d) In these meetings provided in subsections b and c, the 
parties shall recognize that certain employees have Civil Service 
rights protected by §6207 of the New York State Education Law.
The University shall discuss with representatives of the New York 
City Department of Personnel possible extension of procedures 
which apply to employees so protected to other employees also 
facing layoff.
Section 2.
When retrenchment occurs, the University shall provide to 
the appropriate bargaining representative a list of employees who 
are on a preferred list with the original date of appointment 
utilized for the purpose of such retrenchment.
Section 3.
A retrenched employee who is returned to service in the 
employee's former title or in a comparable title from a preferred
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list, shall receive the basic salary rate that would have been 
received by the employee had the employee never been retrenched, 
up to a maximum of two (2) years of general salary increases.
Section 4 -- Full time Non-Competitive Retrenchment Procedures.
If budgetary restrictions, consolidations or abolition of 
functions or other curtailment of activities result in the aboli­
tion of full-time non-competitive positions, the suspension among 
the employees in the same title (class of positions) shall be 
made in inverse order of their original appointment to the City 
of New York or the University in the subject class of positions.
The date of original appointment shall be the first date of 
appointment followed by continuous service up to the time of the 
abolition or reduction of positions.
An employee who had been terminated from the subject class 
of positions and who was reappointed in the affected class of 
positions within one year thereafter shall for the purposes of 
this Section be deemed to have continuous service.
A period of an authorized leave of absence without pay or 
any period during which an employee is suspended from the employee's 
position pursuant to this Section shall not constitute an interrup­
tion of continuous service for the purposes of this Section.
Retrenchment shall be made from among employees in the same 
class of positions in the University except that the University 
may determine the retrenchment unit (College or other subdivision). 
In such case retrenchment shall be made from among incumbents in 
the same class of positions in each s^ch unit.
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Employees in affected titles in the retrenchment unit shall 
be laid off in the following order:
a. All employees in probationary status in the same title.
Among them, retrenchment shall be in inverse order to 
date of original appointment.
b. All employees who have satisfactorily completed their 
probationary periods in the same title. Among them, 
retrenchment shall be in inverse order to date of 
original appointment.
In the event of retrenchment the University shall place the 
names of such employees on a preferred list together with others 
who have been suspended from the same class of positions. The Uni­
versity shall certify such list for filling vacancies in the same 
class of positions in the retrenchment unit from which the suspensions 
were made.
Persons on the list shall be called for reinstatement in the 
order of their original date of appointment and, upon the occurrence 
of a vacancy in an appropriate position in the retrenchment unit, 
shall be certified in seniority order.
The eligibility for reinstatement of a person on such a 
preferred list shall not continue for a period longer than four 
years from the date of separation.
No person suspended or demoted prior to completing his/her 
probationary term shall be certified for reinstatement until the 
exhaustion of all other eligibles on the preferred list and shall 
be required to complete his/her probationary term upon 
reinstatement.
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Failure or refusal to accept reinstatement from preferred 
lists to vacancies in the same class of positions shall be deemed 
relinquishment of eligibility and the employee's name shall be 
removed from the list.
A person reinstated from a preferred list to his/her former 
class of positions shall receive at least the same salary he/she 
was receiving at the time of suspension.
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Section, the 
University may disqualify for reinstatement and remove from a 
preferred list the name of any eligible who is physically or 
mentally disabled for the performance of the duties of the posi­
tion, for which such list is established, or who has been guilty 
of such misconduct as would result in dismissal.
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XVIII - TRANSFERS
The voluntary transfer of a full time permanent employee 
from one College to another shall be accomplished through the 
following procedure:
Section 1 - Application for Transfer, Establishment of Roster
(a) Application for transfer shall be made by an employee 
by completing four copies of the transfer request form and dis­
tributing them to:
1. The University Personnel Director Office of 
Faculty-Staff Relations 535 East 80th Street New 
York, NY 10021, and
2. The personnel officer of the current College, and
3. The respective Union.
One copy is to be retained by the employee for his/her 
records.
(b) The Office of Faculty-Staff Relations shall establish a 
transfer roster, by title, for each College. Employees shall be 
listed in order of receipt of the request at the Office of 
Faculty-Staff Relations. In case of ties, listing shall be in 
order of seniority as a permanent employee of the University.
All applications for a newly established College, received by the 
Office of Faculty-Staff Relations within 30 days of a Board of 
Trustees resolution to establish that College, shall be considered 
on the basis of seniority alone.
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All applications for transfer by employees in titles not 
previously covered by a transfer policy, which are received 
within 60 days of the signing of this Agreement shall be con­
sidered on the basis of seniority alone.
(c) An employee shall be listed on the appropriate title 
roster if:
1. He/She has served at least two years at his/her 
present College after appointment from a list or 
after a voluntary transfer, or has served for at 
least one year after a promotion; and
2. There is no disciplinary action pending or in 
process against him/her and no disciplinary 
penalties were imposed in the preceeding 3 years; 
and
3. He/She did not have an unsatisfactory service 
evaluation during the immediately preceeding 2 
year period.
(d) An employee may have requests for transfer to up to 
three Colleges at the same time. Acceptance of a transfer to any 
one College shall automatically remove an employee from the 
roster of all other Colleges. Refusal to accept transfer for 
whatever reason shall automatically remove the employee from that 
College's roster for eighteen (18) months.
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(e) An employee who has been transferred from one borough 
to another because of retrenchment, and has applied for transfer
v
back to his/her previous College or to another College in the 
same borough as his/her previous College, shall be given priority 
over employees who are at their present location for reasons 
other than retrenchment and over employees on a perferred list 
retrenched from the College to which transfer is sought.
(f) The existence of a promotion list with three or more 
names at a College shall bar the use of a transfer roster to that 
College for that title. The existence of a preferred eligible 
list shall bar the use of a transfer roster for that title for 
transfer to the College from which any employee on the preferred 
eligible list was laid off, except as provided in subsection le.
(g) The existence of a transfer roster shall not be a bar 
to the reinstatement of a person at the College from which he/she 
has resigned. Persons seeking reinstatement at a College other 
than that of last employment shall not be considered ahead of any 
employee who was on the transfer roster for that College at the 
time the reinstatement was requested.
(h) An employee who is on a transfer roster at the time of 
taking a leave of absence shall be considered for transfer in 
roster order provided that the employee is able to return to 
active employment within the time limitations established in 
section 2 subsection e.
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(i) An employee seeking transfer on the basis of hardship 
may request consideration of special placement on the transfer 
roster, by letter to the respective Union and the University 
Office of Faculty and Staff Relations. Such a request shall be 
subject to a joint labor-management review by the University and 
the respective Union. Decisions in such matters shall not be 
subject to the grievance procedure.
Section 2. - Transfer
(a) Each College shall be required to consider the transfer 
roster to that College for a title, if any, prior to filling any 
vacancy in the title. Transfer shall be made of one of the first 
three employees on the appropriate transfer roster, consistent 
with the provisions of this Article.
(b) When a vacancy is to be filled, those employees whose 
names have been reached shall be interviewed by the Personnel 
Officer of the receiving College, in order to make the selection 
pursuant to subsection a, and to establish such 'mechanics' as 
the date of transfer and to help the Personnel Office determine a 
specific assignment. It is understood, however, that the Personnel 
Officer may not be able to indicate the specific assignment prior 
to the actual reporting date. An employee shall not be entitled
to choose his/ her assignment in the receiving College, and 
intra-college transfers shall continue to have preference in the 
filling of particular assignments.
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(c) An employee may decline transfer to a particular 
College for any reason within the 24 hour period immediately 
following the interview. Such declination shall be in writing, 
but a telephone refusal or verbal refusal given to his/her 
College Personnel Officer shall be sufficient to permit the 
resumption of the process of this section.
(d) Use of the existing transfer roster for a College shall 
not be mandatory to fill vacancies in positions identified as 
confidential pursuant to Article I, Section 3 of this Agreement.
(e) The transferring employee shall start working at the 
new location no later than 5 weeks from the date of interview 
unless an unusual situation requires an extension. An extension 
shall be permitted only with the consent of both Personnel 
Officers, the transferring employee and the respective Union.
(f) A transfer need not be made pursuant to this section:
1. if the sending College is barred from refilling 
the position by the State of New York, the City of 
New York or the University; or
2. if more than 10% of the employees at the sending 
College in the title involved, or two employees at 
such College in that title, whichever is greater, 
have transferred from that College within that 
fiscal year; or
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3. if the employee has received an unsatisfactory 
service evaluation during the two year period 
immediately preceeding the reaching of his/her 
name on the transfer roster.
Section 3. - Trial Period
(a) There shall be a three month trial period for transferred 
employees.
(b) At the end of that period (or earlier if acceptable to 
all parties) the employee may be returned to his/her previous 
College either at the employee's own initiative or that of the 
Personnel Officer of the receiving College without penalty. The 
trial period may be extended for 30 days if acceptable to all 
parties concerned.
(c) The previous College shall return the employee to 
his/her title and salary but not necessarily to the shift or 
assignment held before transfer.
(d) In any instance where an employee is returned by the 
receiving College and upon the written request of the employee 
within 15 work days of notice of the decision to return the 
employee, the College Personnel Officer shall furnish to the 
employee a statement of the reason(s) for the return. The 
employee and/or the respective Union may request a joint 
Labor-Management review of the decision by the University and the 
respective Union.
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(e) A decision to return an employee to his/her previous 
College shall not be subject to the grievance procedure.
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ARTICLE XIX - LABOR-MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
(a) There shall be a Labor-Management Committee for all 
employees.
(b) The Labor-Management Committee shall consider University 
developments and consider and attempt to resolve University 
problems related to the terms and conditions of employment and 
shall, when appropriate, recommend to the Chancellor changes in 
the working conditions of the employees.
(c) The Labor-Management Committee shall meet monthly, 
except during July and August, or at the call of either the Union 
members or the University members, at times mutually agreeable to 
both parties. Minutes of agreements and formal actions shall be 
kept and copies supplied to all members of the committee.
(d) For purposes of voting, the Labor-Management Committee 
shall consist of ten (10) members. The Union shall designate 
five (5) members and the University shall designate five (5) 
members. The Chairperson of the committee shall alternate between 
the members designated by the University and the members desig­
nated by the Union. The committee shall make any recommendations 
to the Chancellor in writing.
(e) Nothing contained herein shall preclude a respective 
Union from meeting separately with University representatives.
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ARTICLE XX - SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO "GITTLESON" TITLES
Section 1.
Among employees in titles identified in Article III, Section 
2a as the Gittleson group, not more than forty percent (40%) of 
the total shall be employed in the titles College Office Assistant 
A, or, College Secretarial Assistant A, and not less than fifteen 
percent (15%) of the same total shall be employed in the title 
College Administrative Assistant.
Section 2.
As scheduled by the supervisor and approved by the Vice 
Chancellor for Faculty and Staff Relations, a rest period of 15 
minutes per day (coffee break) shall be maintained for employees 
in titles identified in Article III Section 2a as the Gittleson 
group. It shall be understood that in those instances where an 
employee does not take advantage of the rest period or where, on 
rare occasions, the work of an office does not permit the regular 
rest period, the employee shall not be permitted to leave earlier 
or to add such time to Annual Leave.
Section 3.
In addition to the provisions of Section 1 and Section 2 of 
this Article, subsection 5h of Article V and subsection 16e of 
Article IX shall be applicable only to employees in titles iden­
tified in Article III Section 2a as the Gittleson group.
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ARTICLE XXI - SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO COLLEGE ASSISTANTS 
Section 1.
New employees, other than short term employees, shall receive 
a copy of the Employee Handbook when available.
Section 2.
College Assistants shall be covered by Workers Compensation. 
Section 3.
Personnel Officers shall, upon request supported by detailed 
examples of duties, review the salary rate of a College Assistant 
who believes he/she is performing duties at a level substantially 
higher than those for which he/she was employed. The results of 
said review shall not be subject to any grievance procedure review 
or appeal.
Section 4 .
In the event that an actively employed College Assistant is 
required to forego employment to serve on jury duty, the college 
will attempt to maintain his/her eligibility, if any, for health 
insurance, and health and security coverage for a period not to 
exceed two pay periods.
Section 5.
In the event of major reduction in funding affecting College 
Assistants and if feasible, the respective Union shall be advised
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of such developments in advance of any reduction in staff and 
afforded an opportunity to explore alternatives jointly.
Section 6.
The University shall maintain past procedures with regard to 
the availability of health insurance coverage to College Assistants, 
barring unforseen circumstances imposed by New York City/New York 
State and/or the health insurance carriers. Specifically, the 
arrangements with the health insurance carriers which allow 
College Assistants who have enrolled in a health insurance plan 
under the New York City Employees Health Insurance Program to 
maintain their group coverage and rates as direct subscribers 
during a period between work assignments shall be maintained.
The employee shall pay the entire cost of premiums for such 
period. Upon return of such an employee to active work status, 
resumption of University paid benefits shall be immediate, and no 
new waiting period shall be imposed.
Section 7.
(a) The maximum number of hours which a College Assistant 
may work in a year (July 1 - June 30) shall be nine hundred fifty 
three (953).
(b) If a College Assistant who has worked at one College is 
employed in the same or succeeding year at another College, the 
following policies will control regarding sick leave and annual
leave.
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(c) It shall be University policy that assigned hours of 
work shall not be reduced so as to preclude qualifications for 
leave credits.
1. Any College Assistant who applies for a position 
as a College Assistant at a second College within a 
July 1 to June 30 year, shall advise the personnel 
officer and the interviewing supervisor of the second 
College of the number of hours he or she has worked 
that year and the number of hours of sick and annual 
leave to his or her credit. The hours worked at both 
colleges shall be combined for purposes of the threshold 
for leave credits and of the 953 maximum hours of work 
limitation. The personnel officer of the second College 
may require that the appropriate portion of accrued 
annual leave be paid by the first College. At the 6ole 
option of the personnel officer at the second College, 
annual leave for the hours earned in the same fiscal 
year may be paid by the second College.
Sick leave earned but not used in the year of 
"transfer" and/or in the preceding year, shall be 
credited to the College Assistant upon appointment at 
the second College, and shall be paid, if used, by the 
second College.
2. A College Assistant who has worked as a College 
Assistant at a different College in the year preceding 
appointment shall be credited with sick leave earned
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but not used during the preceding year. Such leave 
shall be paid, if used, by the second College. No 
credit shall be granted for annual leave earned in a 
prior year at another College. [See also Article IX 
§17 for annual leave and sick, leave provisions 
applicable to College Assistants.]
Section 8.
Any College Assistant who's employment is terminated for a 
stated reason relating to his/her misconduct shall have the right 
to a review of the decision to terminate, provided he/she makes 
such a request, in writing, within ten (10) work days of his/her 
becoming aware of such decision. The review shall be conducted 
by the college personnel officer unless another person, other 
than the employee's supervisor, has been designated by the 
president as the review officer.
The College Assistant shall be entitled to representation by 
a (respective) Union representative.
The College Assistant or the (respective) Union shall have 
the right to bring witnesses.
There shall be no appeal from the decision of the review 
officer. Unless the employee has been advised in writing of a 
reason for termination related to misconduct, any College response 
to a request for references or unemployment information shall con­
tain no negative information.
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Section 9.
College Assistants may request transfer from one shift to 
another within a college by written communication to the college 
personnel officer. To the extent that the personnel officer is 
involved in the selection process, he/she shall consider job 
skills, administrative requirements and available funding in 
filling vacancies in a requested shift.
Section 10.
If an emergency closing at a College occurs and a College 
Assistant had no reasonable opportunity to know of that closing 
prior to reporting for work, as determined by the College Personnel 
Officer, any College Assistant who is scheduled to work and reports 
to work, or reaches the College in attempting to report to work, 
or works and is sent home, shall be guaranteed compensation for 
3 hours of work or the number of hours he/she was scheduled to 
work that day, whichever is less. Employees may not be compen­
sated for more than one shift during any one continued period of 
emergency closing unless during that period an official college 
source released information erroneously that the College would 
reopen.
Section 11.
The University and the respective Union representing College 
Assistants recognize as a problem the impact of agency shop 
fees on those College Assistants who work a minimal number of 
hours per pay period, and agree to seek a procedure which will 
mitigate such impact.
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ARTICLE XXII - NONDISCRIMINATION
Section 1.
Neither the University nor the Union shall discriminate with 
respect to the hours, wages or any terms or conditions of employ­
ment of any employee because of sex, race, marital status, age, 
creed, religion, national origin, handicap not related to job 
duties, color, political belief or membership in, or lawful 
activity on behalf of the Union or a respective Union. Sexual 
harassment shall be considered discrimination because of sex.
Section 2.
Each respective Union agrees that it will admit to membership 
and represent equally all employees in a title represented by such 
respective Union.
Section 3.
Except by agreement between the University and a respective 
Union to the contrary, a grievance alleging a violation of this 
Article shall not be processed under this Agreement on behalf of 
any employee who files or prosecutes or permits to be filed or 
prosecuted on his/her behalf in any court or governmental agency, 
a claim, complaint or suit, complaining of the action grieved, 
under applicable federal, state or municipal law or regulation.
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ARTICLE XXIII - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
All management rights and functions, except those which are 
clearly and expressly abridged by this Agreement, shall remain 
vested exclusively in the University. It is expressly recognized, 
merely by way of illustration and not by way of limitation, that 
such rights and functions include but are not limited to (1) full 
and exclusive control of the management of the University, the 
supervision of all operations, methods, processes, means and per­
sonnel by which any and all work shall be performed, the control 
of the composition, of assignment, direction and determination of 
the size and type of its work force; (2) the rights to change or 
introduce new and improved operations, methods, means or facilities;
(3) the right to determine the standards to be met by employees 
covered; (4) the right to hire, establish work shifts establish 
job classifications, promote, demote, transfer, and lay off 
employees; and (5) the right to determine the qualifications of 
employees, and to discipline employees for cause, and otherwise 
to maintain an orderly, effective and efficient operation.
Notwithstanding the above, the University shall negotiate 
with the Union on questions concerning the practical impact that 
decisions on the above matters have on employees. The terms of 
this Article shall be subject to applicable law and the provi­
sions of this Agreement.
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ART ICLEJOOV - NO STRIKE PLEDGE
The University and the Union agree that disputes which may 
arise between them during the term of this Agreement shall be 
settled without resort to strike or lockout and that the require­
ments of the law in this regard shall not be violated. The Uni­
versity agrees that it will not lock out any or all employees 
and the Union (and each respective Union) agrees on behalf of 
itself and its membership that there shall be no strikes, 
slowdowns or interference with the normal operation of the 
University.
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ARTICLE XXV - LEGISLATIVE ACTION
As required by law:
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION 
OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT 
ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL 
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
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ARTICLE XXVI - DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
Section 1. General
No permanent employee in the bargaining unit who has completed 
the probationary period shall be disciplined except for incompetency 
or misconduct. The forms of discipline shall include but not be 
limited to, a written reprimand, a fine not to exceed $200, 
demotion, suspension not to exceed 60 days without pay, or 
termination.
The procedures in this Article shall be the exclusive pro­
cedures for disciplinary action and resolving disputes relating 
to such disciplinary action. These procedures supersede any 
preexisting procedures and forums.
For the purpose of this Article, the term "Union" shall mean 
respective Union.
Section 2. Initiating a Disciplinary Action
Other than in exceptional situations requiring immediate 
action, such as, but not necessarily limited to, those involving 
potential injury to persons or property or unreasonable disrup­
tion of University operations, if a College has cause to believe 
an incident has occurred or circumstances may exist warranting 
disciplinary action, it shall investigate such incident or cir­
cumstances prior to taking disciplinary action. As part of the 
investigation, the College shall make reasonable efforts to 
interview any employee(s) who may be subject to disciplinary
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action. In those exceptional situations requiring immediate 
action, as described above, an employee may be immediately 
suspended. Such a suspension without pay pending a decision of 
the hearing officer may not exceed 30 days except where the 
charges relate to the alleged commission of a criminal offense 
relating to employment in which case the suspension may continue 
until completion of the Criminal Court procedures, and in which 
case the suspension will be reviewed periodically at the request 
of the Employee and/or the Union.
An employee who is being interrogated concerning an incident 
or action which may subject him/her to disciplinary action shall 
be notified of his/her right to have a Union representative 
present upon request. This provision shall be applicable to 
interrogation before, during, or after filing a charge against an 
employee. The provisions of this Section shall not be inter­
preted to prevent a supervisor from questioning an employee in 
relation to his/her employment nor to preclude the questioning of 
an employee during or immediately following an incident.
Section 3. Disciplinary Charges
Following an investigation, if it is necessary in the judgment 
of the College to charge an individual employee with incompetency 
or misconduct, the college official vested with such responsi­
bility shall furnish the employee with a written statement of the 
charges, specifications and possible penalties with an informa­
tional copy sent to the Union. The statement shall be hand-delivered 
or sent by "Certified Mail -- Return Receipt Requested" to the
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employee's last address on file at the College. The statement 
shall indicate the date, time and place, within ten days, for av
first step hearing at the College, and the employee's right to 
representation at such hearing.
A. First Step
The hearing officer shall issue a written decision with 
regard to the charges and shall state the disciplinary penalty, 
if any, within seven working days of the hearing. The College 
may implement a penalty other than termination immediately.
The decision shall inform the employee that he/she may 
accept the penalty or appeal to the Chancellor's designee for a 
Step II hearing within 10 days of the transmittal of the Step I 
decision. The appeal must state what choice the employee has 
made between the two final review options: a) review by an 
arbitrator, or b) review by the City University Civil Service 
Commission. Choice of arbitration as a final step may be made 
only with the concurrence of the Union.
In the event such a request is not filed within the time 
limit the Step I answer shall be deemed to have been accepted and 
no issue stemming from or relating to the disciplinary action 
shall be subject to any further appeal.
A Step I decision to terminate employment shall be effective 
upon failure to appeal to Step II.
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B. Second Step
A Step II hearing shall be scheduled within 15 working days 
of receipt of a request by the Chancellor's designee. A written 
decision shall be delivered to the Union and grievant within 
seven working days from the termination of the Step II hearing.
A Step II decision to terminate employment shall be 
effective upon issuance of the decision by the Step II hearing 
officer.
Within ten working days of the Chancellor's designee's 
written answer at Step II, the Union may make a written request 
for arbitration, or the employee may make a written request for 
review by the CUNY Civil Service Commission,* as indicated when 
filing the appeal of the First Step decision.
C. Third Step (Arbitration)
A request for arbitration shall be made to the American 
Arbitration Association with a copy of such request sent to the 
Chancellor's designee by Certified mail.
The Association shall designate an arbitrator from a 
panel agreed to by the parties and shall notify the Union and 
the Chancellor's designee of the arbitrator named. In cases 
involving termination of employment, the date of the arbitra­
tion shall be within fourteen calendar days of receipt of 
notification by the arbitrator of his/her appointment.
*Pendmg establishment of said commission, appeal shall be to the 
Committee on Administration of the Board of Trustees of the City 
University.
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The arbitrator is authorized to make awards as to arbitrability.
All arbitrations shall be based upon the official rules of 
the American Arbitration Association.
In cases involving termination of employment, the arbitrator 
shall issue his/her award within 14 calendar days of the termina­
tion of the arbitration proceedings.
The arbitrator's award shall be final and binding and 
enforceable in any appropriate tribunal in accordance with 
Article 75 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules. An arbitrator 
may provide for and direct such relief as the arbitrator deems 
necessary and proper, subject to the limitations of this 
Agreement and any applicable limitations of law.
In any arbitration under this Section, the arbitrator may 
apply either the standard of preponderance of the evidence or the 
standard of "clear and convincing evidence" in determining 
whether the University has met its burden of proof.
D. Third Step (Civil Service Commission)
Appeal to the CUNY Civil Service Commission shall be on the 
basis of the record established at the Step I and Step II 
hearings. The employee and/or the Union may state the basis for 
their appeal in their request or within 15 working days following 
their request. A copy of such communication shall be sent to the 
Chancellor's designee. The University may respond in writing 
within 10 additional working days.
The Civil Service Commission, at its discretion may consider 
oral or written arguments based on the record and the Commission,
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or its designated Hearing Review Officer, shall hear and consider 
any new evidence not in existence at the time of the Step II 
hearing which may effect its determination. The Commission may 
provide for and direct such relief as it deems necessary and 
proper, subject to the limitations of this Agreement and any 
applicable limitations of law.
Section 4. Miscellaneous
(a) If the University exceeds any time limit in this pro­
cedure, the employee and/or the Union may initiate the next step, 
provided that only the Union may request arbitration.
(b) Written reprimands shall be grievable up to but not 
beyond Step II of this procedure.
(c) All time limitations in this procedure are subject to 
waiver by mutual consent except that failure to file an appeal 
within the prescribed time limits shall indicate an acceptance of 
the decision.
(d) The costs and fees of arbitration shall be borne equally 
by the Union and the University. Consistent with Article IX, 
Section 20 expenses of witnesses shall be the responsibility of 
the party calling such witnesses. The decision or award of the 
arbitrator shall be final and binding in accordance with applic­
able law.
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(e) The provisions of this Article shall apply to full time 
employees in the title Staff Nurse except those who have not 
completed three (3) months of service unless a longer period is 
agreed to by the New York State Nurses Association.
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ARTICLE XXVII - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Section 1 Definitions
The term "grievance" shall mean
(a) a dispute concerning the application or interpretation 
of the terms of this collective bargaining agreement;
(b) a claimed violation, misinterpretation, or misapplica­
tion of the rules or regulations of the University, or 
written policies or orders applicable to the University 
related to terms and conditions of employment; provided 
that disputes involving the rules and regulations of 
the New York City Personnel Director, acting pursuant 
to The City University's delegation authorized in 
Section 6207 of the New York State Education Law, or 
disputes involving the Civil Service rules and regula­
tions of the University Personnel Director, shall not 
be subject to the grievance procedure or arbitration;
(c) a claimed assignment of employees to duties substantially 
different from those stated in their job specifications;
(d) a claimed improper holding of an open competitive 
rather than a promotional examination.
For purposes of this Article the term "Union" shall mean 
"respective Union."
Section 2 Filing
Grievances may be filed by an employee on his or her own 
behalf (subject to the provisions of this Article), by the Union
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on its own behalf or by the Union on behalf of any employee or 
group of employees. Grievances involving employees in more than 
one College may be filed by the Union initially at Step 2 of the 
grievance procedure. A grievance must be filed by an employee 
and/or the Union within 120 calendar days after the date upon 
which the grievance arose. Any grievance not processed within 
the time limits specified shall be deemed waived by the grievant.
The grievance shall cite the section of this Agreement, or 
substance of the rule, regulation, policy or order, which is 
alleged to be violated, misinterpreted, or misapplied. The 
grievance may also state a remedy or remedies sought, which shall 
not be binding.
All grievances must be presented in writing at all steps in 
the Grievance Procedure. For all grievances as defined in 
Section 1(c), no monetary awards shall in any event cover any 
period prior to the date of the filing of the Step I grievance 
unless such grievance has been filed within thirty (30) days of 
the assignment to alleged out-of-title work.
Section 3 The Grievance Steps
Employees may at any time informally discuss with their 
supervisors a matter which may become a grievance. If the 
results of such discussions are unsatisfactory, or if such a 
discussion does not occur the employee may present the grievance 
at Step I.
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STEP I
The employee and/or the Union shall present the grievance in 
the form of a memorandum to the person designated for such purpose 
by a President no later than 120 days after the date on which the 
grievance arose. The employee may also request an appointment to 
discuss the grievance. The person designated by the University 
to hear grievances shall take any steps necessary to a proper 
disposition of the grievance and shall issue a decision in writing 
to the grievant and the Union by the end of the seventh workday 
following the date of submission.
STEP II
An appeal from an unsatisfactory decision at Step I shall be 
presented in writing to the Chancellor's designated representative 
who shall not be the same person designated in Step I. The 
appeal must be made within seven (7) workdays of the receipt of 
the Step I decision and shall include a copy of the Step I decision. 
The Chancellor's designated representative shall meet with the 
employee and/or the Union for review of the grievance and shall 
issue a decision in writing by the end of the tenth day following 
the date on which the appeal was filed.
STEP III
An appeal from an unsatisfactory decision at Step II shall 
be brought solely by the Union for impartial arbitration, within 
fifteen (15) workdays of receipt of the Step II decision or 
within fifteen days of the expiration of the time limit, by
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serving notice to the American Arbitration Association. A copy 
of such notice shall be sent to the Chancellor's designee by 
certified mail, return receipt requested. In addition, the 
University shall have the right to bring directly to arbitration 
any dispute between the parties concerning any matters defined 
herein as a "grievance". The University shall commence such 
arbitration by submitting a written request therefor to the 
American Arbitration Association. A copy of such notice shall be 
sent to the Union by certified mail, return receipt requested.
The arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the Consoli­
dated Rules of the American Arbitration Association. The costs 
and fees of such arbitration shall be borne equally by the Union 
and the University. Consistent with Article IX Section 20, 
expenses of witnesses shall be the responsibility of the party 
calling such witnesses. The decision or award of the arbitrator 
shall be final and binding in accordance with applicable law and 
the arbitrator shall not add to, subtract from or modify any 
contract, rule, regulation, written policy or order mentioned in 
Section I of this Article.
Section 4.
As a condition to the right of the Union to invoke impartial 
arbitration set forth in this Article, including the arbitration 
of a grievance involving a claimed improper holding of an 
open-competitive rather than a promotional examination, the 
employee or employees and the Union shall be required to file 
with the Vice Chancellor for Faculty and Staff Relations a
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wntten waiver of the right, if any, of the employee or employees 
and the Union to submit the underlying dispute to any other 
administrative or judicial tribunal except for the purpose of 
enforcing the arbitrator's award.
Section 5.
The Union acknowledges that the University may require that 
a settlement of a grievance by mutual consent of the parties to 
the grievance may be valid only with the written concurrence of 
the University Office of Faculty and Staff Relations.
Section 6
If a determination satisfactory to the Union at any level of 
the Grievance Procedure is not implemented within a reasonable 
time, the Union may re-institute the original grievance at Step 
II of the Grievance Procedure; or if a satisfactory Step III 
determination has not been so implemented, the Union may institute 
a grievance concerning such failure to implement at Step III of 
the Grievance Procedure.
Section 7
If the University exceeds any time limit prescribed at any 
step in the Grievance Procedure, the grievant and/or the Union 
may invoke the next step of the procedure, except that only the 
Union may invoke impartial arbitration under Step III.
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Section 8
The University shall notify the Union in writing of all 
grievances filed by employees, all grievance hearings, and all 
determinations. The Union shall have the right to have a 
representative present at any grievance hearing and shall be 
given forty-eight (48) hours' notice of all grievance hearings.
Section 9
Each of the steps in the Grievance Procedure, as well as 
time limits prescribed at each step of this Grievance Procedure, 
may be waived by mutual agreement of the parties.
Section 10.
The parties agree that Section 1(c) of this grievance 
procedure shall be available to any employee who claims to be 
aggrieved by an alleged assignment of any person in a classified 
title in University employ, whether within or without this 
bargaining unit, to duties consistent with the job specification 
for the title of the grievant but substantially different from 
the duties stated in the job specification for the title held by 
such person in University employ. Light duty assignments of 
permanent classified persons in University employ, within or 
without such designated unit, who have been certified by the 
appropriate procedures, shall be excluded from this provision. 
Such grievance may be taken directly to the third step of the 
grievance procedure upon the election of the Union or the 
respective Union.
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ARTICLE XXVIII - FINANCIAL EMERGENCY ACT
The provisions of this Agreement are subject to applicable 
provisions of law, including the New York State Financial Emergency 
Act for the City of New York as amended.
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ARTICLE XXIX - SAVINGS CLAUSE
In the event that any provision of this Agreement is found 
to be invalid, such invalidity shall not impair the validity and 
enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement.
I
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ARTICLE X X X - RESOLUTIONS
This Agreement shall constitute and be deemed a complete 
adjustment and settlement of all demands and items presented, 
and as to all of such demands and items there shall be no further 
collective bargaining for effectiveness during the period from 
July 1 1982 to June 30, 1984.
Except as otherwise provided herein any further collective 
bargaining between the Union and the University during the term 
of this Agreement shall be limited to a matter within the scope 
of collective bargaining where (a) the matter was not specifically 
covered by the agreement or raised as an issue during the negotia­
tions out of which such agreements arose and (b) there shall have 
arisen a significant change in circumstances with respect to such 
matter, which could not reasonably have been anticipated by both 
parties at the time of the execution of such agreement.
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